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The system of medical practice has evolved and with it
so must the clinician. Earlier, decision making relied on
clinical expertise, physiologic rationale and traditional
medical training. Although clinical instincts are essential,
merely replicating the actions of predecessors is done in
a “blind” manner, given that we are oblivious to whether
their actions are authoritative (evidence-based) or merely
authoritarian (expert opinion).1 In light of this, the focus
of modern medicine has shifted to rely on empirical
evidence to validate clinical decisions, giving rise to
“Evidence-Based Medicine” (EBM).

Evidence-based medicine (EBM) is a new paradigm that
places less emphasis on expert opinion and
nonsystematic clinical observations, instead stressing the
impact of evidence derived from clinical research, such
as randomized-controlled trials and the need for
physicians to make themselves aware of published results
before blindly accepting dogma. Today the boundaries
of EBM has spread into many specialties of medicine,
to such an extent that it is not possible to find a physician
today who has not heard of the term, EBM. In
orthopaedics, the terminology collectively referred to as
‘Evidence-Based Orthopaedics’ has also become a
standard language of journals and major orthopaedic
societies.2 The EBM has also evolved from an initial focus
only on the best available published evidence for a
treatment, to the present emphasis on the importance of
patient values and expected outcomes on management
and treatment of disease. 3

In simple terms, ‘Evidence-Based Medicine’ is the
integration of the best available research evidence, the

Editorial

Evidence based orthopaedics- a need of the hour
Edward L. Nazareth

clinical circumstances and patients’ values and
preferences. It has, therefore, two components of the
practice of medicine. One component represents the
body of knowledge that includes all evidence, whether
arrived at from physiological experimentation, individual
observation and expert opinion, randomized controlled
trials, systematic reviews or meta-analyses, as described
by Sackett et al.3 The other component is that while
making medical decisions for treatment of a medical
problem, each patient’s (and perhaps society’s) values
are taken into consideration and that the choice of
treatment must involve both patient and physician. The
synthesis of these two components (between brain and
heart)2 is EBM, which has matured into an established
set of principles and guidelines for the practice of
medicine, as found for instance in the Users’ Guide to
the Evidence Series in JAMA.4

EVIDENCE BASED ORTHOPAEDICS

Similar to evidence based medicine, evidence based
orthopedics5 involves 4 primary steps: (1) formulating a
clear question based on the patient’s problem, (2)
identifying relevant studies from the literature, (3) critically
appraising the validity and usefulness of the identified
studies, and (4) applying the findings in clinical practice.6

Evaluation of the usefulness of evidence-based
orthopedics, therefore has traditionally been focused on
question development, defining levels of evidence for the
purpose of education, and structuring a common
language between readers. The PICO format (Patients,
Interventions, Comparisons, and Outcomes of interest)
is commonly used to formulate focused questions to be
answered (Figure 2), followed by a review of all pertinent
studies and evaluations relevant to their position in the
hierarchy of evidence.8Dr. Edward L. Nazareth

Professor of orthopaedics,
Fr Muller Medical College, Mangalore
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Since January 2003, all clinical scientific articles
published in the Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery
(American Volume) have included a level-of-evidence
rating.8 As a result of this rating, most orthopedic surgeons
today are familiar with the concepts embodied by
evidence-based medicine, yet remain skeptical about its
relevance in their own clinical practice.9

While  critically appraising an article (Table 1), it is first
necessary to determine the level of evidence (Figure 1).
Evidence from the literature is used to determine the truth
of assertion and is organized hierarchically ranging from
systematic reviews of randomized trials to unsystematic
clinical observations. Levels of evidence for an
orthopaedic therapy put highest value on the randomized
trial (Level 1 evidence) and least value on surgeon’s
opinion.(Level 5 evidence)

In a randomized controlled trial (RCT), patients are
randomly allocated to either a treatment or control group
and followed over time for an outcome of interest. RCTs
are the best way to avoid selection or confounding biases
and provide an objective basis for quantifying study
results. Observational studies draw inferences from
groups of patients based on exposure to certain variables.
In observational studies the patient or physician
preferences can determine whether patients receive a
treatment or control, therefore, these studies can have
bias.10  Though the clinical observations made by
experienced clinicians can provide insight into the
diagnosis and treatment of illnesses, yet are limited by
small sample size and deficiency in making inferences.10

Although the hierarchy is imperfect and exceptions exist,
RCTs provide a useful outline to research for the best
available evidence.

Limitations of evidence based orthopaedics

Traditionally, the surgical decisions have been largely
based on own clinical experience and recommendations
from surgical authorities. In contrast to internal medicine,
trials of surgical techniques have unique challenges and
therefore are slow to permeate into the surgical literature.

In addition, regulatory bodies have imposed less stringent
controls on the validation of these techniques, as a result,
most surgical practice is based on lower levels of
evidence.11

Although many orthopedic journals (eg, Journal of Bone
and Joint Surgery, Clinical Orthopaedics and Related
Research, Acta Orthopaedica, Journal of Orthopaedic
Trauma, and Orthopedic Clinics of North America) have
adopted evidence based approaches to reporting clinical
research, less than 5% of the orthopedic literature
represents randomized trials.12 However, even the quality
of reporting in RCTs is highly variable. Complete
reporting of allocation concealment, details of blinding
in follow-up, and surgical expertise in trial reports have
been uncommon.13

There are several problems in conducting RCTs in
orthopaedic surgery. These problems include a general
lack of knowledge, tendency to rigorously defend
historically performed techniques, learning curve issues
(seniority usually results in better outcomes), diffi-culty
in blinding, and ethical considerations.14 One solution
to overcome known biases in surgical trials is the
expertise based RCT. In this type of trial, a surgeon with
expertise in one of the procedures being evaluated is
paired with a surgeon with expertise in the other
procedure who should ideally be from the same

Figure 1: Hierarchy of evidence
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institution. Subjects are randomized to treatments and
treated by a surgeon who is an ‘‘expert’’ in the procedure.
This study overcomes some of the challenges associated
with traditional orthopedic RCTs.15

PRACTICING EVIDENCE BASED
ORTHOPAEDICS

There are 5 main steps involved in the practice of
evidence based orthopedics. This approach was
suggested by the Sicily statement (for EBM) and have a
robust evidence base surrounding their use. 16

Type of study Steps Specific details

Observational Primary survey Did the study have a representative sample of patients?
Was a homogeneous set of patients selected? Were any
subgroups selected?

Secondary survey Was there adequate follow-up of the patients?
Did the authors use objective and unbiased outcome criteria?

Results Was adequate statistical methodology used to achieve
robust outcomes?
What is the precision of the estimates of likelihood?

My practice Are the results applicable to my practice?
Are the likely treatment benefits worth the potential
harm and costs?

RCTs Validity Were the patients similar in the different treatment
arms of the study?
Was randomization adequate, and were patients analyzed
in the groups to which they were randomized?
How blinded were the studies in terms of both design
and analysis?
Were patients adequately followed up?

Results How large was the treatment effect?
How precise was the estimate of the treatment effect?

My practice Are the results applicable to my practice?
Are the likely treatment benefits worth the potential
harm and costs?

Table 1: A practical approach to critically appraising a study18

P Patient Describe your patient group?

Population

Problem

I Intervention Which main intervention, prognostic

factor or exposure is being considered?

C Comparision What is the main alternative treatment

to compare to (intervention)?

O Outcome What outcome is relevant to you

and your patient?

What type of question are you asking?

What woul be the best study design/

methodology?

Figure 2: PICO clinical patient- oriented questions
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Forming a focussed question

Asking a focused question helps to translate uncertainty
into an answerable question. To achieve its goal the
question must include the following components:

1. The patient or the problem being addressed

(eg, ‘‘in patients with unstable intertrochanter
fractures.’’)

2. The intervention or exposure being considered (eg,
‘‘..would perform cephalo-medullary nailing .’’)

3. The comparison intervention or exposure (eg, ‘‘...be
more efficacious than dynamic hip screw.’’)

4. The clinical outcomes of interest (eg, ‘‘.and lead to
lower mortality, faster  mobilization, and decreased
rates of failure.’’).

These components of the questions can be
remembered by the PICO (patient, population,
problem, intervention, comparison, and outcome)
mnemonic as shown in figure 2.

Search for evidence

Finding the evidence involves systematically retrieving
the best evidence available. Most of the orthopedic
surgeons rely on the standard text books which they used
decades ago while doing their postgraduation or
residency. There are several sources of information other
than text-books, even the most recent editions of the
standard text books are often out of date by the time
they have gone to press.17 Medical databases can be a
useful source of information. Studies are usually indexed
into search-able fields (such as author, title, source, or
subject). One popular database is Medline/ PubMed.
PubMed is part of the US National Library of Medicine
(NLM). MEDLINE is the largest component of PubMed.
Approximately 5200 journals pub-lished in the United
States and more than 80 other countries have been
selected and are currently indexed for MEDLINE. A
distinctive feature of MEDLINE is that the records are
indexed with NLM’s controlled vocabulary, the Medical
Subject Headings.

Critical appraisal

Critical appraisal is an important step that involves testing
the evidence for validity, clinical relevance, and
applicability of a study. Most surgical evidence does not
come in the form of metaanalyses or indeed RCTs. When
faced with the latest paper comparing a ‘surgical
procedure x’  with ‘another surgical procedure y’ or
conservative management, the orthopedic surgeon must
consider a few questions. Both observational studies and
RCTs have a set of questions,(Table 1) which help in the
critical appraisal of the article, and which must resonate
in the mind of the orthopedic surgeon.17

Making a decision

Once all the information is obtained and appraised,
high-quality data should be applied to the clinical
situation weighing the benefits and limi-tations of
applying the therapy.

Evaluating performance

Once a new method is adopted to clinical practice, it
must be audited and assessed to ascertain the true merits
and demerits of the change. This process allows for a
continuous cycle of self-improvement. Clinical audit has
been defined as ‘‘A quality improvement process that
seeks to improve patient care and outcomes through
systematic review of care against explicit criteria and
the implementation of change. Aspects of the structure,
processes, and outcomes of care are selected and
systematically evaluated against explicit criteria. Where
indicated, changes are implemented at an individual,
team, or service level and further monitoring is used to
confirm improvement in health care delivery.’’19

Why evidence based practice in orthopaedics?

Evidence-based orthopedics is a model to assist
orthopaedic surgeons to improve the process of framing
questions, obtaining relevant information on the topic
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efficiently, and making informed decisions with patients
in solving a orthopaedic problem. With an increasing
appreciation for higher levels of evidence, orthopedic
surgeons should  be able to move away from lower forms
of evidence. The adoption of randomized trials and high-
quality prospective studies to guide patient care requires
two prerequisites: (1) greater appreciation for the conduct
of randomized trials in orthopedics and (2) improved
education and training in evidence based methodologies
in surgery.15
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INTRODUCTION

The ‘floating shoulder’ is a rare injury consisting of
ipsilateral fractures of the clavicle and glenoid neck. It
was first described by Ganz and Noesberger in 1975.1

The term ‘Floating Shoulde’ was coined by Dr. Dolfi
Herscovici Jr. in1992 .Thomas P Goss in 1993
described floating shoulder as the “Double disruption of
the superior suspensory shoulder complex (SSSC)”.

Superior shoulder suspensory complex (SSSC) - It is a
bony/soft-tissue ring that is made up of - the glenoid,
coracoid, coracoclavicular ligaments, distal clavicle,
acromio-clavicular joint , acromion. (Figure 1).

It serves as a point of attachment for the
musculotendionous and ligamentous structures and
allows significant movement to occur through the CC
and AC articulations.

Goss2 defined instability of the shoulder girdle using his
SSSC model (Figure 2a,b,&2c). A single disruption in
the ring of the SSSC is a stable injury. Disruption in two
or more places, however, results in instability. He
described 7 subtypes of ring disruption as follows:

A- Single bone disruption of the bone–soft-tissue ring.

B- Single ligament disruption of the bone–soft-tissue ring.

C- Double ligament disruption of the ring.

D- Double bone disruption.

E- Bone and ligament disruption.

F- Double strut disruption.

G- Single strut disruption with single ligament disruption

Rotational malalignment of the glenoid neck was assessed
using the glenopolar angle, which provides a value for
the obliquity of the glenoid articular surface in relation
to the scapular body. The angle is measured between a
line connecting the most cranial with the most  caudal
point of the glenoid cavity and the line connecting the
most cranial point of the glenoid cavity with the most
caudal point of the scapular body (Figure 3). A glenopolar
angle ranging from 30° to 45° is normal whereas 20°
was arbitrarily defined as severe rotational
Malalignment.3

INCIDENCE AND MECHANISM OF INJURY

Scapular fractures are rare and account for no more
than 1% of all fractures.4 There will be an
underestimation of the incidence, because, particularly
in polytrauma patients, a scapular fracture is easily
overlooked. Glenoid neck fractures (anatomical and
surgical) make up 18—33% of all scapular fractures with
the anatomical neck involved in less than 2%. More than
50% of all scapular neck fractures are associated with
ipsilateral osseous, or ligamentous, shoulder injury.  About
18—54% of the glenoid surgical neck fractures are
associated with an ipsilateral clavicular fracture (floating
shoulder). A combined clavicular and ipsilateral scapular
neck fracture is generally caused by a high-energy injury,
in 80—100% of the cases the result of a traffic accident.
Various mechanisms of injury, such as a direct blow, a
fall onto the tip of the shoulder, or a fall on the
outstretched hand may lead to this.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

In the literature,5 it is suggested that the combination of
ipsilateral clavicular and a scapular neck fractures
creates an unstable shoulder girdle by the loss of the

Review  Article

Floating shoulder
M Ajith Kumar, M. Shantharam Shetty

Dr.M.Ajith Kumar,

Senior Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon

Dr. M. Shantharam Shetty,

Senior Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon,

Tejasvini Hospital – Kadri, Mangalore
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suspensory and stabilising function of the clavicle. It
would be expected that the weight of the arm and the
combined contraction of the biceps, triceps and
coracobrachialis muscles would result in a downward
pull on the distal fragment, with a changed contour of
the affected shoulder, the so-called “drooping shoulder”.
Apart from this possible caudal displacement, it is also
suggested that the glenoid fragment is displaced
anteromedially by contraction of the rotator cuff muscles.

CLINICAL PRESENTATION

The clinical findings in a patient with ipsilateral clavicular
and scapular neck fractures vary with the presence and
severity of associated injuries. In cases of severe
associated injuries, the clinical signs are easily
overlooked. This is particularly the case in patients who
have also sustained major head injury and/or who are
intubated. In the absence of severe associated injuries,
the attention of the physician will be focussed
immediately on the symptomatic shoulder, which will
be painful and may present an abnormal contour-
“drooping shoulder”, mainly attributable to the
displacement of the clavicular and scapular neck
fractures. The patient holds the arm in an adducted
position. A displaced clavicular fracture, or AC joint
dislocation, may be readily visible on clinical inspection.
Local clavicular and scapular tenderness may be found,
with swelling and crepitus. The active and passive
movements of the arm are painful in any direction.
Neurovascular findings may be subtle and sometimes
difficult to determine on initial physical examination. The
definitive diagnosis of the scapular fracture, in particular,
is finally based on the radiographs.

DIAGNOSTIC METHODS

The recommended radiographs are a true AP view,
perpendicular to the plane of the scapula, an axillary
view, lateral Scapular Y-view (Figure 4). Abduction of
the affected shoulder, which is usually too painful, is

necessary to obtain a good quality axillary view. In this
situation, the scapulolateral view is an acceptable
alternative. Three-dimensional CT reconstruction images
may be of more benefit in assessment of displacement
and angulation, in contrast with the images of a
conventional CT scan.

TREATMENT

The additional value of magnetic resonance imaging is
proven for investigating lesions of the rotator cuff, but
not for ligamentous ruptures (AC, CA and CC ligaments).

The rarity of the floating shoulder is also illustrated by
the complete lack of well-performed, prospective studies,
with comparison of different treatment options. The
literature on this subject is limited to data provided only
by case reports and retrospective studies of small patient
series.

(1) Conservative treatment with or without early
mobilisation;

Figure 1: Superior suspensory shoulder complex (SSSC)

1. The clavicle acromio-clavicular joint (ACJ) –Acromial strut

2. Clavicular – coracoclavicular(cc) ligamentous –

    C coracoids(C-4)  linkage

3. The three process-scapular body junction.
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Table 1: Literature on conservative management of “Floating Shoulder”
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clavicle only, in order to prevent malunion of the scapular
neck.

Van noort et al,7 treated 46 patients, 35 follow up, 31
had initially been treated conservatively and 4 by surgery.
The mean constant score for the 28 patients treated
conservatively was 76 and for the seven treated
operatively it was 71 at a mean follow-up of 35 months.
In six of the 28 patients treated conservatively the glenoid
was dislocated caudally at the end of treatment; they
had a score of 42. In the 22 patients without this
dislocation the score was 85. We conclude that this rare
injury is not inherently unstable and, in the absence of
caudal dislocation of the glenoid, conservative treatment
gives a good functional outcome.

Wang JT et al8 reported that shoulder injuries are high
energy injuries which destroy the superior shoulder
suspensory complex stability, appropriate treatment
should be chosen according to fractures displacement
and smash level, patients’ professional and anticipation.

(2) Operative treatment by open reduction and internal
fixation of the clavicle alone;

(3) Operative treatment by open reduction and internal
fixation of both the clavicular and the scapular neck
fractures

Conservative treatment in the form of shoulder
immobiliser and Velpeau bandage, or, when tolerated,
with a Watson Jones bandage for a period of 3 weeks
followed by rehabilitation has given good to excellent
results in many series (Table 1).

Surgical management has been controversial with studies
on open reduction and internal fixation (ORIF) with
clavicle alone or clavicle with glenoid or AC joint with
variable success (Table 2).

Herscovici et al.6 reported on nine patients, seven of
whom had been treated operatively (with osteosynthesis
only of the clavicle) and the remaining two had been
treated non-operatively.18 Their good results led them to
recommend open reduction and internal fixation of the

Figure 2a,2b & 2c : Ring concept and patterns of disruption in the superior shoulder suspensory complex.

Figure : 2a Figure : 2b

Figure : 2c
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Chandra Pasapulaet al9 reported that in a true floating
shoulder injury, it seems important to stabilise the injury
by fixation of the scapular fracture.

V. Yadav, G. N et al10 were of the opinion that when
compared with conservative treatment, fixation of the
clavicle alone gives better  results in the treatment of
patients with a floating shoulder.

Ramos et al.11 reported good functional outcomes in 16
patients who had been treated conservatively using a
Velpeau bandage, or, when tolerated, with a Watson
Jones bandage. Rehabilitation was started on average
one month after injury. Only one patient ended up with
a malunion of the scapula neck, although with an
excellent functional result.

Leung and Lam12 suggested that fixation of the clavicular
fracture alone does not restore the normal relationship
of the scapular neck and body, because of the pull of the
different muscles attached. In their opinion, persistent,
relative medial displacement of the glenoid fragment is
always seen both during and after the operation. Their
findings are based on the treatment results in 15 cases
in which simultaneous fixation of the displaced scapular
and clavicular fractures had been performed. All but one

patient had a good, or excellent, functional result,
according to the scoring system of Rowe 30. All fractures
healed at an average of 8 weeks postoperatively

SUMMARY

Although clear recommendations cannot be given from
the reported, retrospective, clinical studies, it appears
that most ipsilateral clavicular and scapular neck
fractures, floating shoulders or double disruptions of the
SSSC, do not lead to problems of bone healing (delayed
union, non-union, or malunion). Malunion of clavicular
and/or scapular neck fractures does not automatically
relate to a poor functional outcome. Current experience
indicates that an undisplaced, or minimally displaced,
ipsilateral clavicular and scapular neck fractures can be
treated conservatively, with a good functional outcome.

Stabilisation of the clavicular fracture (or the AC joint)
may be considered in cases of marked displacement of
the clavicle. By osteosynthesis of the clavicular fracture,
the neck-glenoid block will reduce and thereby the
shoulder contour is restored. However, despite
anatomical reduction of the clavicular fracture and intact
CA and CC ligaments, displacement of the scapular neck
fracture will persist. This is not caused, as suggested in
literature, by medial displacement of the glenoid

Figure 3 : Glenopolar angle

Figure 4 : Different radiograph projections to assess floating

shoulder
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fragment, but explicitly by lateral displacement of the
mobile scapular body. The presumption that significant
shortening of the scapular neck will result in rotator cuff
dysfunction by shortening of its lever arm makes sense,
but is not hitherto confirmed in clinical studies. It is
possible that shortening of the rotator cuff lever arm is
compensated for by small increases in force in other
muscles with larger moment arms. Based on both clinical
and biomechanical studies it remains unclear on which
criteria a floating shoulder should be treated operatively.
One should be wary of surgical over-treatment while hard
data to support an aggressive approach are unavailable.
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Review  Article

Negative pressure wound therapy: an update
Anil K. Bhat,  Ashwath Acharya

INTRODUCTION

Over the last 15 years, negative-pressure wound therapy
has brought in a revolution in the treatment of a wide
variety of complex wounds. The treatment technique for
open wounds based on negative pressure was developed
in Germany  by Chariker and Fleischmann in the 1990’s
and was popularised by Argenta and Morykwas from
the United States  following their landmark studies
published in 1997.1  Apart from the terminology of
vacuum-assisted closure (VAC), it can also be found in
the literature as topical negative pressure (TNP), sub-
atmospheric wound closure, sub-atmospheric pressure
therapy/dressing, sealed surface wound suction, vacuum
sealing, vacuum pack and foam suction dressing.2 The
generic name Negative Pressure Wound Therapy
(NPWT) is most popularly  used.2 The treatment is based
on auniformly  distributed local negative pressure applied
to the wound surface covered with a special sealed
dressing  connected by means of suction tubes to a
pressure adjusting control unit. This pressure is commonly
80 – 125mm Hg used either continuously or intermittently.
The aims of NPWT are to protect and manage a wound,
prepare it for closure by either delayed primary or
secondary intention, improve split-thickness skin graft
outcomes, improve patient comfort, and reduce cost. 3

This article reviews the indications, mechanism of action,
technical details, current evidence and the complications
involved in NPWT.

INDICATIONS

NPWT has been recommended for virtually all kinds of
acute and chronic wounds to accelerate healing.3 The
indications include traumatic wounds associated with
open fractures with or without soft tissue defects,exposed
tendon, bone, joints, and hardware, Infected wounds like
necrotizing fasciitis,fasciotomy wounds, chronic non
healing wounds like diabetic leg ulcers, ischaemic
ulcers,after skin graftingand surgical incisions at risk of
breakdown or infection and burns.3, 4 All these wounds
are ideal for NPWT only after a thorough
debridement.

The duration of the therapy varies from a few days to
months depending on the treatment aim and the nature
of the wound. 3, 4

It is generally not recommended in exposed
vasculature, nerves, anastomotic sites, bleeding disorders
with abnormal coagulation profile and infected wounds
which have not been debrided. 5

TECHNIQUE

The FDA regards an NPWT systemas one consisting of
an apparatus that can generate a vacuum and thus a
negative pressure environment within a sealed wound,
a material used to pack the wound, a conduit to remove
suction fluid and a receptacle to collect the products of
suction.1  The purpose of NPWT is to produce
mechanical wound deformation, reduce exudate and
bacterial load, promote blood flow and facilitate
granulation tissue.1 (Table 1)
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Table 1: Mechanism of action: Orgill et al, Huang et al. 5. 9

Blood flow changes:

• Not fully understood and could be hypoxia mediated.

• Studies have shown that blood flow decreases at the wound edge but increases immediately with
vacuum release, suggesting that intermittent NPWT may further increase blood flow.

Macro deformation:

• Macro deformation refers to induced wound shrinkage caused by collapse of the pores and
centripetal forces exerted on to the wound surface by the foam.·  Polyurethane ether foams
exposed to 125mmHg suction can decrease the foam volume by approximately 80% and result
in a substantial decrease in wound surface area.

Micro deformation:

• Micro deformation refers to the undulated wound surface induced by the porous interface material
when exposed to suction.

• Cell shape has been demonstrated to be a determinant of cellular function. In addition, cells are
known to adapt to physical stresses. Therefore, changes in cellular functions can be initiated by
dynamic physical inputs like negative pressure suction.

Fluid removal:

• Excess edematous fluid in the extracellular matrix impedes blood flow and increases diffusion
distances for oxygen and nutrients.

• The mechanism of improved wound healing ability after fluid removal may be attributed to
improved nutrient transport, toxins removal, or local blood flow changes.

Maintenance of wound homeostasis:

• Covering the wound with a semi occlusive dressing and using foam with insulation qualities
minimizes evaporation, desiccation, and heat loss.

• It stabilises the wound microenvironment with removal of inflammatory mediators, toxic molecules,
bacteria, interstitial edema with micromechanical stimulation of cells.
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The materialused to fill the wound which is the wound
filler is the heart of the system. It is most commonly
composed of either black polyurethane (PU) foam (pore
size 400 µ - 600µ), polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) white foam
(pore size 60 µ - 270 µ) or anti-microbial-impregnated
medical gauze.6 This can be directly applied to the wound
bed or used in conjunction with a Wound Contact Layer
(WCL) which is a non-adherent layer sometimes applied
directly onto the wound bed and beneath the wound filler.6

In terms of clinical outcomes, no differences in the rate
of reduction of wound size or healing time were observed
in randomized controlled clinical trials comparing these
materials. As per current literature, foam and gauze
based NPWT are both capable of delivering clinically
relevant effects.4,6  Thus, the choice of which filler to use
is partially dependent on practical considerations such
as, ease of application, effects on patient experience,
availability and cost.4,6

Foam is particularly useful when the aim is to encourage
maximum granulation tissue whereas gauze dressings
are helpful in complex wounds where moulding of the
foam according to the wound contour may be difficult.6

WCL materials like paraffin or vaseline-embedded gauze,
collagen sheets minimizes tissue ingrowth into foam and
may reduce pain and tissue damage during change of

dressing. Besides, in skin grafts they prevent graft loss
on dressing removal.6

After filling the wound with the filler,a suction tube is
applied on its surface andthe apparatus is sealed with
OpsiteTM or SteridrapeTM or a cling drape. The margins

Figure 1a: Materials for NPWT: A) PVA foam (KurlonTM), B) Burn
Mesh (SurgiwearTM), C) 16 French Ryle’s tube, D) SteridrapeTM

(3M).

Figure 1b: Debrided upper limb wound: clean and ready for
NPWT

Figure 1c: Wound covered with burn mesh as wound contact

layer (WCL).

Figure 1d: Wound covered with PVA foam wound filler.

Figure 1e: Ryle’s tube (white arrow) with additional multiple
holes placed superficial to the foam and fixed with cotton roller
bandage.
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Figure 2a – Post debridement picture of 7 year old
girl presenting with degloving injury and friction
burns of the left leg, ankle and footwith open type

IIIB tibial shaft fracture.Patient was unfit for skin
flap cover needing PediatricIntensive care for
Pneumonia and low hemoglobin.

Figure 2b- After a month of

NPWT, foot and ankle covered
with healthy granulation. No
desiccation at fracture site.

particularly around external fixator pins may additionally
be sealed with Hydrocolloid DuoDermTM sealant.7   The
suction tube is connected to a negative pressure suction
device. According to the original technique a pressure of
125 mmHg continuously for the first 48 hours followed
by cyclical negative pressure for 5 minutes with a 2 minute
rest period between cycles were applied. Dressing
changes were advocated every 48 hours until the wound
was healed or until definitive surgical closure.8 Current
recommendation suggest a range of 50 to 150mm Hg to
achieve variable targets.6  In the presence of more tissue
exudates a higher pressure(125mmHg) is necessary.
Lower pressures(80mmHg and below) are equally good
to achieve wound contraction, granulation tissue,
minimize pain and are advocated for ischemic wounds.6

Cyclical pressuresdoes not seem to offer better results
when compared to continuous suction.6

OUR TECHNIQUE

We have been successfully using the NPWT for the past
seven years with gratifying results. We use white
PVA(KurlonTM) of 15mm as filler. It is readily available,
cost effective, moldable and large sheets can be used.

We use burn mesh (SurgiwearTM) as
WCL in all cases to prevent adhesion
of the foam to the wound bed. Suction
is applied using a 16 French Ryle’s tube
which is placed superficial to the filler
and the wound sealed with
SteridrapeTM. We use LeucoplastTMto
seal additionally around pin sites if
suction is inadequate.The tube is
connected to a simple universal suction
device which applies a pressure of 50-
70mHg. This is applied cyclically for 20
minutes followed by an off period of 2
hours.  This dressing is changed every
four days or earlier if the patient is taken
up for elective surgery.The material cost
of this whole system works out to be
less than a thousand rupees for each

Figure 1f: This apparatus is now covered with SteridrapeTM to

achieve an airtight seal. White arrow showing the Ryle’s tube.

Figure 1g: The foam shrinks to its 1/4th size after applying negative

suction of 80mmHg. This is maintained intermittently for 20-30
minutes with a gap of no suction for 2 hours.
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change of dressing. The commercially available systems
cost around 5-7 times more than the above for each
change of dressing. (Figure 1).

CURRENT EVIDENCE

Acute trauma:

Management of severe open fractures with staged
debridement to viable, minimally infected tissue, followed
by coverage with NPWT has revolutionised wound
management and has become the mainstream care for
these patients.The theoretical advantages of NPWT over
the traditional dressings and wound closure methods
include evacuation of wound oedema, promotion of
hyper vascular granulation tissue, acceleration of split-
thickness skin graft incorporation on the wound bed and
the minimisation of contamination secondary to hospital
micro-organisms, restriction of the post-injury
haematoma, the enhancement of soft tissue healing and
coverage of exposed bone or implants.2 Blum et al
compared the rate of deep infection between NPWT and
conventional dressing treatment groups. There was nearly
80% reduction in the risk of deep tissue infection.10

Stannard et al in a randomized controlled trial (RCT)
compared NPWT with wet to dry dressing changes in
severe open fracture management. They noted a
significant decrease in infection rate, better Short-Form
36 (SF-36) physical component outcomes in NWPT-
treated patients.11 NPWTsystems are some times used
as an alternative treatment for lower-extremity wounds
with exposed bone sor joint sor both when free-flap is
contraindicated. NPWT can help reduce both the need
for flap and its size as demonstrated in type IIIB open
tibial fracture treatment.9 (Figure 2)

Cheng et al in a systematic review totaling 119
participants with substantial statistical and clinical
heterogeneity studied the role of NPWT and skin coverage
in type IIIB/C open tibial fractures. They showed that
delayed coverage by using NPWT for more than 7 days
in Gustilo Grade IIIB/IIIC open tibial fracture tended to
increase infectious complications though the result was

not statistically significant.12This study suggests that in
acute settings, prolonged use of NPWT doesnot offer
additional benefits in wound healing.

Lower extremity compartment syndrome wounds asa
result of trauma can also be treated with negative-pressure
wound therapy. The device can be placed into the
fasciotomy wounds, decreasing edema and promoting
granulation tissue formation.5 Yang et al. compared 34
patients each with fasciotomy wounds treated with and
without NPWT. The negative-pressure wound therapy
group took 6.7 days to definitive closure as opposed to
16.1 days in the control group.5, 13

Chronic wounds

In a systematic review of 14 RCTs, Vikaatma et al
observed that NPWT appears to be at least as effective
and, under certain circumstances, more effective than
other available local wound treatments.Most promising
results of NPWT have been obtained on patients with
lower leg ulcers that are vascular in origin as well as
diabetic foot ulcers (neuropathic) in which there is
sufficient blood supply.3

Negative-pressure wound therapy is also used after
debridement or surgical excision to prepare the wound
bed for skin grafting a few days later. In small randomized
studies, its use as a bolster for skin grafts has been shown
to increase graft uptake when compared without it. A
nonadherent gauze layer is placed over the skin graft to
prevent the graft sticking to the interface material.5

COMPLICATIONS

Complications associated with NPWT include
commonly, a maculopapular rash that may develop on
the surrounding skin. In addition, if the surrounding tissue
is tenuous, skin tears have resulted from dressing
changes. If the dressing is left in place for too long,
granulation tissue overgrowth can result in bleeding and
structural injury during dressing removal and
replacement. Infection has occurred when pieces of
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sponge have been inadvertently left in the wound. Death
has been reported associated with exsanguination
particularly in prolonged home based therapy.4,6

COST EFFECTIVENESS

Llanos et al. used a home made, inexpensive, wound
dressing. They suggested that NPWT be used routinely
as a coadjuvanttreatment.14 The therapy seem to be cost
effective only under the condition that it accelerates the
healing of the wound when compared to traditional
treatment. The longer dressing change intervals enabled
by NPWT may reduce overall working time spent in
caring for the wound as well as material-related expenses.3

This has been our experience as well.At our hospital the
maximum cost of the materials used for NPWT for a
large wound comes to around Rs. 1000 or less
approximately. This is cheaper than conventional
dressing which requires to be changed on alternate days
or any commercially available NPWT systems.

CONCLUSION

The advent of negative-pressure wound therapy systems
has changed how we treat acute and chronic wounds. .
Though the exact mechanism of action and its influence
on the cellular and humoral immune responses remains
incompletely understood and is still a subject of intense
research, the dramatic results seen with clinical use have
resulted in a rapid introduction of the technology at a
pace faster than clinical studies documenting its efficacy
and cost-effectiveness.2, 5 There remains a shortage of
reliable research data on the effectiveness of NPWT.
Tentative evidence indicates that the effectiveness of such
therapy is at least as good as or better than current local
treatment for wounds.3 Once the potential of this
technique is fully understood, transla- tional studies are
needed to justify key physiological expla- nation for
enhanced wound healing by NPWT.2 Ultimately, this
modality should be used as one of the tools in the
armamentarium of a surgeon which he will use on a case-
by-case basis  and not replace basic methods of wound
treatment like debridement.

Figure 2c: 2 weeks after
limited split skin grafting.

Graft not applied for a width
of 2cm from tibial bone and
fracture. This was done to

encourage the continuing
growth of granulations.

Figure 2d: After 2 weeks of

further NPWT. Granulations
have covered the fracture
site completely. This was

again covered by split skin
graft.

Figure 2e: At 18 months follow up the child has a near normal painless
walking gait. Fracture has united .
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Figure 1: Triple varus deformity of
left knee in PLC injury.

Figure 2:  a. ACL reconstruction. b.PLC reconstruction-
Larson technique; c. and d. Post-operative Xrays

2a 2b 2c 2d

INTRODUCTION

The diagnosis of postero-lateral corner (PLC) instability
is still difficult, especially in the face of acute, concurrent,
multiple-ligament injuries.1 The posterolateral structure
of the knee is an area of complicated and variable
anatomy. Seebacher et al described three layers in the
PLC. The external layer is formed by the biceps femoris
and the iliotibial tract. The middle layer is formed by the
quadriceps retinaculum and the patellofemoral ligaments.
The internal layer consists of a superficial lamina, formed
by the lateral collateral ligament (LCL) and the
fabellofibular ligament, and a deep lamina, formed by
the popliteofibular ligament (PFL), the arcuate ligament,
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and the popliteus muscle with its tendon (PMT). The two
laminae of the internal layer are the most important static
stabilizing structures of the PLC. Dynamic stabilizers to
the posterolateral corner include the biceps tendon,
iliotibial tract, and popliteus muscle-tendon complex. 2

The posterolateral corner controls the anterolateral and
posterolateral tibial rotation relative to the femur, whereas
the ACL prevents anterior translation of the tibia over
the femur. The lateral collateral ligament is the primary
structure that resists the excessive varus deformity,
whereas the popliteofibular ligament and the popliteal
tendon resist excessive external rotation of the tibia.3,4
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Ligamentous injuries to the knee are common,
accounting for 34% to 48% of all knee injuries. Sports-
related injuries to the knee and knee ligaments are
increasing in incidence, as more people are participating
in sports. Posterolateral rotatory instability (PLRI) was
first described in 1976, but the posterolateral corner
(PLC) of the knee has become appreciated in recent
years. The incidence of PLC injury seen on magnetic
resonance imaging has been reported to be apparent in
16% of all knee ligament injuries. PLC injury is usually
the result of high-energy trauma, by either direct or indirect
mechanisms. PLRI is rare in isolation but occurs most
frequently in association with injury to the anterior
cruciate ligament (ACL) and/or the posterior cruciate
ligament. These injuries result in severe functional
disability, with pain, instability, and deterioration of the
articular cartilage if left untreated, which has also been
replicated in an animal model. If the lesion is severe, the
patient may have joint effusion and abrasions from
swelling of the anteromedial compartment of the knee.
In chronic lesions, asymmetric genu varum or the triple
varus deformity associated with a gait with lateral laxity
of the knee may be present. (Figure 1)

Unrecognized PLC injury can affect the integrity and
results of cruciate ligament reconstructions. Therefore it
is recommended that the PLC be repaired or
reconstructed at the time of cruciate ligament
reconstruction to decrease the risk of cruciate
reconstruction failure. Similarly, PLC reconstruction alone
is at great risk of attenuation and failure if the integrity of
the ACL is not restored at the same time 5,6.(Figure 2
a,b,c,d)

The PLC injuries are classified according to varus and
rotator instability, as assessed by the varus stress test,
dial test, and posterolateral drawer test. The posterior
subluxation of the lateral tibial plateau was considered
to be more meaningful than the degree of rotation. The
classification of PLC injuries was as follows: grade 1,
increased external rotation by 5° to 10° compared with
the contralateral side, without any varus instability; grade
2, increased external rotation by 10° or greater or

posterolateral subluxation of the tibial plateau combined
with grade 0 to 2 varus instability; and grade 3, increased
external rotation by 10° or greater without a firm end
point, combined with grade 3 varus instability from lateral
collateral ligament injury. 7 (Table 1)

Table 1. Grade of PLC Injury

Grade 1 ER*<10° without varus instability

Grade 2 ER e”10° or posterolateral tibial subluxation+

Grade 0-2 varus instability

Grade 3 ER e”10° or posterolateral tibial subluxation+

Grade 3 varus instability

*Degree of external rotation is compared with
contralateral side

DIAGNOSIS OF PLC INJURIES

The diagnosis of PLC injuries depends on a thorough
clinical examination, clinical tests, imaging studies like
X-ray, ultrasound and MRI, and arthroscopic
examination. Patients with a PCL lesion usually complain
about nonspecific symptoms; the mechanism of injury
usually reported is a posterior force applied to the tibia
with the knee in flexion (football players or a fall on the
flexed knee), and hyperextension or hyperflexion with or
without a posteriorly directed tibia force. After an acute
PLC lesion, patients usually report an impact to the
anteromedial aspect of the knee, contact or noncontact
hyperextension, and a varus noncontact force. Because
15% of PLC lesions associated with a common peroneal
nerve injury, it is important to enquire the patient about
numbness, tingling or muscle weakness, especially in
ankle dorsiflexion or great toe extension. In a chronic
PLC lesion patients usually do not report either a specific
trauma or a PCL lesion that might have occurred several
years before.8

Gait is the first factor to analyse. Patients with
posterolateral instability often present so-called
hyperextension varus thrust gait.

Many tests are described in literature to evaluate the
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function of PCL and PLC. 8 The posterior sag sign
was first described by MayoRobson in 1903 and then
modified by Barton et al. according to Rubistein et al.9,
the test has 79% sensitivity and 100% specificity. The
patient lies in supine position with both knees and hip at
90 degree of flexion while the examiner holds the heels
of the patient and compares side by side the posterior
translation of the tibia from a lateral view.

The posterior drawer test was first described by
Noulisin 1875 and then popularized by Paessler and
Michel; according to Rubistein et al., the test has 90%
sensitivity and 99% specificity. The patient lies in supine
position with the knee at 90 degree of flexion; the
examiner sits on the foot of the patient and applies
posterior force on the anterior tibial shaft, comparing
side by side the posterior tibial translation.

The quadriceps contraction test was first described
by Daniel et al. in 1988; according to Rubistein et al.,
the test has 54% sensitivity and 97% specificity. The
patient lies in supine position with the knee in drawer
position and is asked to slide the foot down the table. If a
PCL lesion is present, the tibia translates anteriorly more
than 2 mm during quadriceps contraction.

 The dial test, performed in prone and supine position,
was described by Loomer in 1991 and then modified by
Veltri and Warren.10 The patient lies in supine position
with both thighs supported by a holder or is allowed to

hang off the end of the examining table and stabilized by
an assistant at 30 degree of knee flexion. The examiner
externally rotates the lower legs and compares the tibial
tuberosity external rotation side beside. In prone position
an assistant is not needed, and the thigh–foot angle is
measured. The test is positive for a PLC lesion if there is
an increase of at least10–15 degree in comparison with
the other knee at 30 degree of knee flexion. The test is
then performed at 90 degree of flexion; if a further
increase in external rotation is present, a PCL lesion is
associated.

The external rotation recurvatum test was
described by Hughston and Norwood in 1980. The
patient lies in supine position with both knees extended.
The examiner holds and lifts the great toes of the patient.
If PLC lesion is present, the affected knee hyperextends
and goes into varus and in external rotation compared
with the contralateral normal knee.

The varus stress test was described by Palmer in 1938
and then modified by Hughston et al. The knee is at 30
degree of flexion, and the examiner grasps the thigh of
the patient with one hand and the foot or the lower leg
with the other hand and applies a varus force to the knee.
The amount of lateral compartment opening indicates
the grade of LCL lesion: grade I(0–5 mm), grade II (6–
10 mm), grade III ([10 mm).

The posterolateral drawer test was first described

Figure 3: Normal LCL and popliteus tendon. Coronal oblique ultra sound image shows LCL (arrowheads) and proximal popliteus
tendon (P).(Fem-femur; Tib-tibia; Fib-fibular head; lm-lateral meniscus).

Figure 4: Abnormal LCL. Coronal oblique US image shows distal discontinuity (arrow) of abnormally hypoechoic LCL
(arrowheads).(Fem-femur; Tib-tibia; Fib-fibula; lm-lateral meniscus).
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by Hughston and Norwood in 1980. The patient lies in
supine position with the knee at 90 degree of flexion and
the foot at 15 degree of external rotation while the
examiner posteriorly translates the tibia. If the affected
limb translates posteriorly more than the contralateral
limb, a popliteus tendon or popliteofibular ligament injury
is suspected.

In the reverse pivot shift test, the patient lies in supine
position with the knee at 70–80 degree of flexion with
the foot externally rotated. If a PLC lesion is present, the
tibia is posteriorly subluxated. The knee is subsequently
extended, and at 20 degree of flexion this subluxation
reduces spontaneously.11  According to Cooper12, the test
is positive in 35% of normal knees, especially under
anaesthesia, so side-to-side comparison is mandatory
to evaluate the real amount of instability.

The meniscal and neurovascular function tests are more
important in acute injury; they also should be
systematically performed in patients with chronic lesions.

IMAGING

The radiological evaluation includes standard and stress
X-ray. The standard X-ray taken are, full length double
stance A-P, and full length double supine A-P, Real lateral
view, Merchant’s view and Rosemberg view. The stress
view that can be taken are, lateral stress view according
to Telos method, kneeling method, hamstring contraction
method or gravity method and also axial stress view8.

Jung et al. in 2006 compared all five of these stress view
methods, focusing on posterior translation, side-to-side
difference, condyle rotation, time to perform the test, and
pain during the test. Considering all these factors, they
stated that the most effective methods are Telos view at
90 degree of knee flexion and the kneeling method, even
if they are painful and time-consuming procedures, and
Telos is the most expensive but most reliable in detecting
posterior tibial subluxation.13

To evaluate PLC, LaPrade and Wentorf recommend use
of at least 1.5-T MRI scanner.6  Furthermore, Yu et al.
emphasized that using coronal oblique sections (parallel
to the popliteus tendon) significantly increases the ability
to detect some structures of PLC (i.e., fabellofibular
ligament and popliteofibular ligament)14. LaPrade et al.
recommended to use thin-slice (2 mm) proton density
coronal oblique sequences to evaluate LCL and popliteus
tendon and all sections should include head of fibula.6

Figure 6: a.Transfibular PFL and LCL reconstruction
b. Transtibial popliteus tendon reconstruction

Figure 5: Arthroscopic lateral gutter view; b. Drive through between
popliteus, capsule(C), femoral(F) and tibial(T) condyles.c. Probe
used to measure lateral compartment.

a

b
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Dynamic ultrasound evaluation of the femoral-tibial
separation during maximum manual varus stress is a
useful diagnostic tool .The sensitivity for LCL is 92%,
specificity for popliteus is 100% and the positive
predictive value for PLC injury is 100%.15( Figure 3, 4)

ARTHROSCOPY

Arthroscopy findings of the lateral gutter and the width
of the lateral compartment also give a clue of the PLC
injury. The arthroscope is placed in the lateral gutter with
the knee at 20° to 30° of flexion with neutral tibial rotation.
The popliteus attachment on the femur can be seen well
when the surgeon is viewing the anterior aspect of the
lateral gutter and rotating the arthroscope medially and
proximally. In the normal knee joint, the lateral gutter is
closed posteriorly by the popliteus tendon and the
arthroscope cannot be placed deeply into the
posterolateral compartment through the lateral gutter. In
those patients with acute proximal avulsion of the
popliteus tendon of the femur, the bare femoral insertion
area with ecchymosis, scar tissue, and hematoma can
generally be found in the lateral gutter (Figure 5a). At
this point, upon entering the anterior portion of the lateral
gutter, the arthroscope can be inserted deeply into the
posterolateral compartment while either internal or
external rotation stress is applied to the tibia; this
procedure is termed the “lateral gutter drive-through” sign
(Figure 5b). A positive sign occurs when there is an
increased interval between the lateral femoral condyle
and the popliteus tendon because it is torn from the
femur.16  Alternatively the width of the lateral compartment
in figure of 4 position can be measured with help of
arthroscopy probe, which normally does not allow the
probe to be placed vertically. A lax lateral compartment
is another sign of PLC injury. (Figure 5c)

TREATMENT

Many authors recommend acute primary repair through
direct suture of the damaged structures of the PLC to be
performed within 2 weeks of injury. Indeed, it has been
found that, after 3 weeks, there is significant development
of scar tissue planes along the posterolateral knee.

However, it was observed that popliteal tears are
frequently located at the muscolotendinous junction,
precluding direct repair in acute cases.6

Kannus reported good and excellent results following
conservative treatment of grade II PLC injuries, even if
residual lateral laxity was common. Worse clinical results
were observed for untreated grade III PLC injuries, and
posttraumatic arthritis was found in 50% of patients in
an X-ray follow-up study.17

Several surgical procedures have been described in
literature, such as advancement techniques
(advancement of PT and FCL insertion), augmentation
techniques (using the iliotibial band and/or a central slip
of biceps tendon), and biceps tenodesis techniques
Recently, following increased anatomical and
biomechanical knowledge of the PLC’s key structures,
various free graft surgical reconstruction techniques have
been described that attempt functional restoration of the
three key structures of the posterolateral corner (FCL,
PFL, and PT). The autograft that can be used are gracilis,
semitendinosus and allografts like semitendinosus, tibialis
anterior, and tendoachillis with or without fibre tape. The
popliteofibular ligament is the key to resist posterior
translation, varus stress and external rotation. It is fixed
at a greater distance from the axis of tibial rotation thus
giving it a greater mechanical advantage7 (figure 6a). It
(PFL) can be reconstructed anatomically. However the
popliteus bypass or sling procedure is a difficult non
anatomic  static reconstruction needing more time (figure
6b). Thus upto grade 2 PLC injury PFL and LCL
reconstruction and in grade 3 PLC injury both procedures
need transfibular and transtibial reconstruction to be
done16. In chronic PLC injury with triple varus deformity
a HTO with open wedge osteotomy is done to increase
the tibial slope. If after 6-8 months instability still persists
soft tissue reconstruction can be added8.

REHABILITATION18

The operated knee is immobilized in a postoperative
hinged knee brace locked at 0 degree for 3 weeks. Passive
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ROM began at the third week postoperatively, and at the
fourth week the brace is unlocked to achieve a range of
motion of 0–110 degree. In this phase the patient started
partial weight bearing, as tolerated with crutches. Full
weight bearing is allowed from the seventh week
postoperatively. The high knee brace is kept until the 12th

week to protect the knee from varus stress and from knee
hyperextension, and to permit graft integration. During
the whole rehabilitation period patients are instructed to
limit excessive foot and tibial rotation. Patients returned
to regular daily activities at the fourth month, but running
is not permitted until 5 months after surgery. Contact
sports are permitted after 7 months postoperatively.

COMPLICATIONS16

Injury to lateral inferior genicular artery, common
peroneal nerve, and interstitial oedema leading to
compartment syndrome DVT, sepsis and extravasation
of fluid are few of the complication that can occur while
managing PLC injury.
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Review Article

Management of birth brachial plexus palsy in the first
year of life: An evidence based approach
Ashwath Acharya,  Anil K. Bhat

INTRODUCTION

The term Obstetrical palsy was first used by
Duchenne,1 who in 1872 proposed a traumatic cause
based on observation infour cases of avulsion injury of
the upper roots after a breech presentation. Two years
later, Erb gave his description of upper root injury in a
similar palsy involving traction of the C5 and C6 roots.2

As a result, the term ‘Erb’s paralysis’ was introduced
and received much of the credit for the description of
the lesion.2,3 Recently the American Society for the
Surgery of Hand has encouraged its members to use the
term of ‘Birth Brachial Plexus Palsy’ and avoid the
term, ‘Obstetric’ as according to them the obstetrician
takes active steps in altering the bad mechanics during
the birthing process.4, 5 Currently most of the standard
texts and authors use the term of ‘Neonatal or Birth
Brachial Plexus Palsy’.4-7

ETIOLOGY

The etiology of ‘Birth Brachial Plexus Palsy’ (BPBP) is
not yet fully known as only half of patients have one or
more risk factors like large-for-gestational age infants,
multiparous pregnancies, prolonged labor, breech
delivery, and assisted (vacuum or forceps) and difficult
deliveries due to shoulder dystocia.8,9
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There are two basic types of lesions: Overweight babies
(>4 kg) with vertex presentation and shoulder dystocia
who require excessive force by traction, often with
forceps or vacuum extraction for delivery and small
children (<3 kg) with breech presentation requiring
excessive extension of the head and often manipulation
of the hand and arm in a fashion that exerts traction
essentially on the upper roots.10

The prenatal diagnosis of large birth weight and
prediction of the risk of shoulder dystocia is difficult and
imprecise, and it seems unlikely that we are any nearer
a preventive strategy for this complication.

Surgeons need to know which injuries will recover, and
which will require nerve repair. The worst injury is pre-
ganglionic avulsion from the spinal cord which is
irreparable at present. A more moderate injury is a post
ganglionic rupture (axonotemesis/neurotemesis) outside
the spinal dura which can be repaired. A mild injury of
neuropraxia which is a conduction block always makes
a rapid recovery.

In the newborn baby with birth brachial palsy predicting
recovery is difficult, partly because children’s nerves heal
and regenerate better than those of adults. Also, the nerves
have shorter lengths to cover, so even severe injuries may
recover. Moreover, examination and investigation of the
peripheral nervous system in a newborn baby is more
difficult and less revealing.11, 12
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CLINICAL EXAMINATION

How can a surgeon arrive at a firm diagnosis and a
clear prognosis when faced with a baby with significant
injury to the brachial plexus?

A detailed birth history, particularly the birth weight and
the mode of delivery is important and systemic
examination evaluating the growth of the child is
mandatory. For prognostic reasons, it is vital to find out
whether the level of injury is preganglionic or
postganglionic.3 The physical examination helps to
determine the severity of the lesion. The involvement of
an experienced physical or occupational therapist is
critical in assessing motor function in these very small
infants.3 Preganglionic avulsion injuries cannot
spontaneously recover motor function and needs early
nerve surgery.3 (Table 1)

The motor examination is central to the prognosis and
treatment plan. An important contribution to clinical
analysis was provided by Narakas (1987) who devised
a simple classification which deserves to be better known
and more widely used (Table 2).13,14 The classification
should be applied after about two weeks, by which time
lesions due to simple conduction blocks have begun to
recover.13

Absence of motor recovery has been routinely used as
an indication for conservative or surgical intervention.
Many centers use Medical Research Council (MRC)
muscle grading system to define results.3 Using this
system in an infant is difficult and may not be feasible

as it requires volition.11 Its use is also an important reason
for incomplete or premature assessment of recovery by
physicians. Parents of these children are commonly
offered reassurance that spontaneous and even complete
recovery is to be expected.11  As indicated by many
studies that have attempted to define the natural history
of BBPP, such reassurance may delay referral for
evaluation and treatment.11

To help the clinicians many classification systems are in
use which helps in determining guidelines for course of
treatment. The Mallet, Toronto Test score, and Active
Movement Scale(AMS) system are statistically reliable
in terms of interobserver and intraobserver analysis.3, 15,

16 Perhaps the least controversial and most popularly used
system is the AMS. The AMS scale grades strength with
gravity eliminated, which is useful for infants who cannot
follow commands and therefore can only be prompted
and observed.17 (Figure 1 & Figure 2)

A useful maneuverespecially in infants after the age of 6
months would be the ‘towel test’.18 The infant on covering
the face with a towel will try to remove it with both the
hands. If the shoulder and elbow function is inadequate
the child will be unable to use the affected side.  Another
validated test is that of the ‘cookie test’ done at nine
months of age as suggested by Clarke et.al.17 The cookie
test is performed by placing a lightweight cookie in the
child’s hand, holding the humerus at the child’s side,
and allowing the child to attempt elbow flexion sufficient
to bring the cookie into the mouth without flexing the
neck beyond 45 degrees. If the child successfully reaches

Table 1: Features suggestive of pre-ganglionic injury

Phrenic nerve injury – raised hemi diaphragm
Winging of scapula – injury of Long thoracic nerve
Absent Rhomboids – injury of dorsal scapular nerve
Absent shoulder external rotation – injury of Suprascapular nerve
Global brachial plexus palsy – C8-T1 is almost always avulsed
Upper brachial plexus palsy in Breech Delivery – C5,C6 usually avulsed
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the mouth with the cookie, he or she passes the cookie
test, and non-operative management is usually
recommended.

NATURAL HISTORY

Significant conclusions can be drawn based on sufficient
evidence from several long term studies in the natural
history of BBPP.3

1) Most brachial birth palsies are transient. This may
be as high as 92% of cases.19

will have permanent, progressive limitations of
motion and strength. They also are at risk for the

development of joint contractures in the affected

limb.This is most evident about the shoulder, where

children with incomplete recovery almost universally

develop an internally rotated, adducted shoulder.3,20

4)  Infants who do not recover antigravity biceps

strength by 5 to 6 months of life should undergo

microsurgical reconstruction of the brachial plexus

because successful surgery will result in a better

outcome than the natural history alone.3,20

Table 2 : Narakas Classification

Group Nerves injured Presentation
Likely outcome

Group 1 C5-6 Paralysis of shoulder, absent

elbow flexion, spontaneous
recovery in over 80%

Group 2 C5-6-7 As above with wrist drop
Good hand, good shoulder,

elbow in about  60%

Group 3 All Complete paralysis

Good hand - majority
Good shoulder and elbow in 30–50%

Group 4 All Complete paralysis
Full recovery is extremely rare.

Bernard–Horner sign
Limb may be atonic, Severe defects

marbled and cold throughout
the limb likely

2) Infants who recover partial antigravity upper trunk
muscle strength in the first 2 months of life should
have a full and complete recovery over the first 1 to
2 years of life.20

3) Infants with partial recovery of C5-C6-C7
antigravity strength during the third to sixth months

5) There will be an expected average 10% difference
in upper limb length with incomplete recovery of a
birth palsy which is directly proportional to the
severity  of the injury.3, 21
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INVESTIGATION

In infants, radiographic evaluation of CT myelogram and
MRI is always done under general anesthesia. The only
information that can be derived from these aids with
high degree of accuracy in infants is that of avulsions.3

This may be of help particularly in cases of global palsy
and in upper plexus injury in breech delivery where the
chances of finding a pseudomeningocoeleis high which
is suggestive of pre-ganglionic lesion.3 These are
candidates for early nerve surgery within 3 months of
age. MRI in addition also can detect shoulder deformity
and aid in planning soft tissue procedures around the
shoulder. Ultrasound has been used in some centers to
diagnose shoulder subluxation which is difficult to detect
with radiographs due to the immature skeleton.
Alternatively arthrography has been advocated for the
same similar to hip dislocations.3

As of today, it is clear that neurophysiologic studies may
underestimate the severity of injury and falsely provide
optimism regarding recovery.13 At present, most centers
and brachial plexus surgeons still ultimately rely on

physical examination to assess recovery and decide on
surgical intervention.3,13

WHAT TO DO IN CONSERVATIVE
MANAGEMENT?

Therapy should start immediately in infancy.3 The main
aim centers on maintaining full passive range of motion
at all the joints especially the shoulder joint.3, 9 Emphasis
should be on prevention of contracture and joint
deformity about the shoulder and elbow.3, 9 This requires
a supervised home based physiotherapy program closely
monitored by the therapist and surgeon.3, 9 There is no
role for immobilization in an aeroplane splint
which only encourages myostatic contractures.12

At 3 months, the active and passive movements are
reassessed using the AMS. If there is evidence of stiffness
at around the shoulder an evaluation must be done to
rule out shoulder joint subluxation. Palpation for posterior
soft spot should be done as posterior glenohumeral joint
dislocation may be missed. An MRI or ultrasound of the
shoulder is suggested which diagnoses joint
subluxation.3, 22

Stiffness not yielding to therapy are candidates for Botox
injections for subscapularis and pectoralis major and
continuation of rigorous supervised therapy.3 Surgical
intervention by means of contracture release has been

Muscle grade Converted score

0 0

1 0.3

2 0.3

3 0.6

4 0.6

5 0.6

6 1.3

7 2.0

Figure 2  : The grading from AMS is converted using the above validated
score. A total of final Score of less than 3.5 is strongly indicative of poor
recovery and is indication for surgery. Borschel HG et al. 17

Figure 1 : The Active Movement Scale Borschel HG et al. 17

Observation Muscle grade

Gravity Eliminated

No contraction 0

Contration, no motion 1

Motion <1/2 range 2

Motion >1/2 range 3

Full motion 4

Against gravity

Motion <1/2 range 5

Motion >1/2 range 6

Full motion 7
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suggested in the first year in presence of shoulder joint
dislocation.3, 23 Tendon transfers in the first two years
are usually avoided as many children may recover
external rotation by that time.

ROLE OF MICROSURGERY

Microsurgical intervention aims to improve function,
often without the expectation that the affected extremity
will completely recover. Studies infer that successful
microsurgery performed between five  and eight months
of age will have better outcomes compared with the
natural history.3,9,11,13,20 In contrast to adults, nerve
grafting across the lower trunk can achieve hand
function and should be a priority.3,9,12,13,17

The controversial element of brachial plexus
management remains the timing of surgery for patients
with rupture-type injuries, in which there are varying
degrees of severity of injury and recovery.3 Most of the
surgeons do agree for exploration by at least 9 months
in the absence of elbow flexion. General consensus is

that microsurgical reconstruction should be undertaken
for infants with absence of full elbow flexion for 1) global
lesions and Horner’s syndrome by 3 months of age and
2) upper brachial plexus lesion by 6 months of
age.3,9,12,13,17,20 A useful algorithm is suggested for the
same. (Figure 3)

Options in microsurgery:
1) The most common anatomic finding in BPBP is

a neuroma-in-continuity (NIC) due to rupture
and stretch injury.it involves the upper trunk
located at the junction of the C5 and C6 nerve
roots and may additionally involve C7.3,9

2) Neuroma resection and nerve grafting are
the standard of microsurgical care for
rupture injuries.3, 9, 17, 24.

3) Nerve transfers are indicated in cases in which
multiple root avulsions have occurred, resulting
in a paucity of donor axons from the proximal
stumps.3,9,17

Birth brachial plexus palsy

T1 functioning without Horner’s Syndrome

AMS score at 3 months

AMS score at 6 months

Towel Test

Towel Test, Cookie test

T1 Avulsionwith or without Horner’s Syndrome

Brachial plexus exploration

Options:
• Post-ganglionic rupture

o Neuroma resection and nerve grafting
• Pre-ganglionic avulsion

o Nerve transfers
• Order of preference for

 Hand
 Elbow
Shoulder

No progress




Modified from Borschel HG et al. 17



 








Figure 3: Algorithm for management of birth brachial plexus palsy
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4) Currently there is no role for isolated
Neurolysis of the NIC.24

5) Unlike in adults the main aim here is to provide
maximum number of donor axon to recipient
which is responsible for hand function. This
may be to either lower trunk or medial cord or
the median nerve. This is followed by elbow

flexion and shoulder stability. The most popular
nerve transfers are spinal accessory to
suprascapular, intercostal to musculocutaneous
nerve (MCN) and Intraplexal transfers like single
ulnar fascicle to biceps branch of the MCN or
pectoral nerve to MCN. Contralateral C7 has
been used for all 5 root global avulsions. 3,9

Figure 4 : Operative finding in a 6 month old child with poor biceps

recovery. Features of neuroma in continuity (NIC) – dense fibrotic

mass involving the upper three roots, upper and middle trunk. There

was poor conduction across the NIC on electrical stimulation.

Figure 5:  Sural nerve grafting to bridge C5, C6 roots to the upper

trunk anterior and posterior divisions

Figure 6: Single ulnar nerve fascicle transfer to musculocutaneous

nerve branch to biceps.

Figure 7:  Intercostal nerve transfer for musculocutaneous nerve

and median nerve
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ABSTRACT

The treatment of lateral condyle fractures in children must be dealt with precision and extremely aggressive attitude. Many a

benign looking fractures end up in severe displacement and parents can be unforgiving. Treatment failures result from technical

deficiencies and misunderstanding by treating a child as a small adult rather than a dynamic growing organ. Moreover a poorly

treated lateral condylar physeal injury causes a significant loss of function.

We have reviewed publications on lateral condyle humerus fractures occurring during the period of skeletal development

Alleviating pain is the first step in fracture management, and due attention must be paid to soft tissue injuries. The goals of

treatment are to bring about healing of the fracture and to preserve the function of the wounded limb. The growth that has yet

to take place over the remaining period of skeletal development also has to be considered. Predicting the growth pattern of

fractured bones is a basic task of the paediatric traumatologist. During the period of skeletal development expertise is needed

to deal with displaced fractures of the lateral condyle of the humerus.

The treating surgeon should ensure the best possible outcome- clinically and radiologically. Though prognosis should be

guarded in a late presenting case, nevertheless always take a senior’s help.

Review Article

Management of lateral humeral condyle fractures in
children
Vasuki.V.R,  Somnath Machani,
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INTRODUCTION

Fracture of lateral humeral condyle in paediatric group
can be a testing time for an orthopaedic surgeon.
Incidence of lateral condyle of the humerus  are the 2nd

most common at 16.9% compared to supracondylar
fractures(58%). Journals in 1985 have declared that
lateral condyle fractures are rare.1 CT and MRI were
invented in the early and late 1970 respectively. Such
technology in an infant stage during the early 1980’s, it

would have proved too expensive to use to diagnose
missed fractures.

The treatment of lateral condyle fractures in toddlers must
be dealt with precision and extremely aggressive attitude.
Many a benign looking fractures end up in severe
displacement later and lead to devastating disability.

Treatment failures and deformities result from

• Technical deficiencies

• Misunderstanding by treating a child as a small adult
rather than a dynamic growing organ.

• Absent or inadequate follow up.
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METHODS

This article is based on our own experience and a
selective review of literature. The Ovid and Pubmed
databases were searched for publications featuring
various combinations of relevant terms. Documents
published from 2000 were used, though older studies
were used to compare. Most of our references are level II
and level III studies

RESULTS

Epidemiology and classification

Comparison with epidemiological studies show similar
distribution of lateral condyle humerus fractures. The
average age in our group are  children with peak at
6years.2  Two areas we have neglected is the issue of
child abuse 3 and life style.4  Studies have suggested that
more than 2 hours TV viewing per day and carbonated
drinks have more frequent fractures in children when
compared to control. Similarly a delayed presentation
or an incoherent mechanism of injury should arouse
suspicion of a battered baby.

Milch classification  is commonly used for lateral condyle
fractures in children.19

Milch 1- Physeal injury through the ossific nucleus of the
lateral condyle

Milch 2 –Physeal injury thro non ossified trochlea

However, Milch classification is not useful with regards
to management.  We have always preferred to use Jacob’s
classification.5

Stage I- Minimally displaced, articular surface intact seen
in 1 or both view.

Stage II- Fracture complete, displaced more than 2 mm
(2-4 mm), shift of olecranon

Stage III- proximal and lateral, shift of olecranon and
radial head -represents major displaced fracture with no
stabilizing soft tissue hinge.

Diagnosis

Clinical examination is restricted to inspection. Eliciting

abnormal mobility or crepitus should be strictly avoided.

Examination of the periphery for accompanying injuries-

blood supply, sensation and mobility. Soft tissue swelling

gives an insight into the degree of instability.

Conventional radiography remains the workhorse for

diagnosis of fracture. However it is necessary to take 3

views- standard antero posterior, lateral and internal

oblique views.6 Occult fractures are revealed with

effusion on X ray.7  Studies have shown the importance

of MRI in occult fractures.8 MRI remains the most

important tool to assess the stability of the fracture. MRI

done in a stable fracture patient with cartilage support

(cartilage hinge) does not displace during conservative

treatment.16 Cooperation of a 6 year old child for a MRI

will necessitate the use of general anesthesia. In our

centre we assess soft tissue injury clinically to estimate

the stability of the fracture

Figure1 & Figure 2:  Milch 1 type physeal injury
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Ultra sound is a good diagnostic tool to diagnose

undisplaced fracture by hyper echoic joint effusion.9  This

is a readily available method to definitely diagnose

unstable injury and undisplaced fractures without the

need for a costly anesthesia requiring procedure.

Growth and deformity prognosis

Contribution of distal humerus for growth is 20% of the

humerus length, but the cause of concern here is valgus

deformity and subsequent ulnar neuritis. Reduced growth

potential at the trochlear groove is a regular complication

Figure 3:  Milch 2 type physeal injury

Figure 4: Jacob’s classification

Figure 5a & 5b: X-ray showing stage 1 injury

of Milch type 2.18 Stable undisplaced fractures need

regular follow up for potential displacement.5 However

with irregular follow up poor results ensue.

TREATMENT OPTIONS

Stage 1

Standard teaching advises immobilization and review
weekly with X rays after cast removal. Is it justified to
put the injured family to weekly visits to hospital,
radiation exposure and casting. We routinely immobilize
the fractures by percutaneous pinning.

Stage 2

We routinely perform a closed reduction and pinning in
these cases and in doubtful cases open reduction and
internal fixation is done. The supination and extension
of elbow, with varus stress may help in closed reduction.

Stage 3

Open reduction and internal fixation is the choice of
treatment. Care should be taken to keep soft tissue
dissection to a minimal. 10 Accurate anatomic reduction
with extensive soft tissue damage will end up in avascular
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Figure 6a to 6f: Stage 2 lateral condyle fracture, open

reduction and internal fixation

6a 6b

6c 6d

6e 6f

necrosis. The blood supply to the lateral humeral condyle

is through the posterior soft tissue attachment.  To avoid

injury to this precarious blood supply, the capsule to be

opened anteriorly to assess the reduction.

The internal fixation strategies include 11

• 2 pins are required to fix the fractured fragments.

• The pins  should be in the metaphyseal fragment

crossing at the lateral edge

• If metaphyseal fragment  is small,  pins are to be

placed across physis

The role of third K wire is limited and further adding to

woes it decreases the mobility. K wires whether kept

exposed or buried showed no difference. 11  We  do

not bury  the K-wires routinely.

Post operative protocol

The K-wire removal is advised at 6 weeks or bony union12,
but we remove at 3 weeks. We have not seen any case of
further displacement.

ARTHROSCOPIC ASSISTANCE

We have no experience in arthroscopic assisted
reduction.Hausman et al 13  in 2007 suggested that the
usual lateral kocher approach will devitalize the lateral
humeral condyle and have reported good results with
this procedure.

BIODEGRADAEABLE SCREWS 14

Using bioabsorbable pins and screws requires fine
technical skills and good knowledge of the material,
especially when applied to a small size elbow. Once
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anatomically reduced, the fracture needs to be stabilized
by metallic K-wires until final fixation with the
bioabsorbable material. Because of these manipulations
and the small intraoperative surgical space available,
secondary displacement may occur. It could explain the
slight increased of deformation or limitation of ROM
observed in the bioabsorbable group. Of note, these
findings were not clinically significant and did not
influence the function of the elbow at one-year followup.

LATE PRESENTING CASES15

Earlier patients presenting 3 weeks post injury were
advised only ulnar nerve transposition to prevent tardy
ulnar nerve palasy. Jakob had argued that it goes into
painless nonunion, as he preferred this to causing AVN.

Perhaps soft tissue preservation was not given
importance. Later studies have shown 100% union in
late presenting cases. A word of caution in displaced
fractures of more than 10 mm, is not to attempt complete
reduction.

COMPLICATIONS

1. Non union
If patient is not treated
Fracture displaces despite casting
And this leads to progressive valgus and ulnar
neuropathy.

2. Osteonecrosis- due to excessive surgical dissection
3 Cubitus varus- Malreduction or lateral column over

growth. 18

4. Tardy ulnar nerve palasy- appear usually 30 to 40
years – Miller series. Gay and Love have reported
tardy ulnar nerve palasy after 20 years. It is more
common in Milch type 2 fractures.

5. Cubitus valgus
6. Lateral spur formation.

MANAGEMENT OF LATE COMPLICATIONS

Patients who presented to us  late due to an earlier lateral

condyle fracture had good ROM, flexion deformity,

cubitus valgus deformity. Most of these patient’s

complaints were cosmesis.

Figure 7a to 7d: Stage 3 lateral condyle fracture, open reduction and internal fixtion

Figure 8: A, Preoperative lateral view showing subtle
displacement of lateral condyle fracture. B, Arthroscopic view
showing intraarticular extension of lateral condyle fracture. C,

Intraoperative AP view of left lateral condyle fracture showing pin
placement. Note the lateral to medially placed transverse pin.
Hausman et al J Pediatr Orthop Volume 27, Number 7, October/

November 2007
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Cubitus valgus

Cubitus valgus is more common in Milch Type 2. It is

caused by more proximal and lateral migration of the

fragements or lateral translocation of ulna/radius.

Reduced growth potential at the trochlear groove is a

regular complication in lateral condyle fractures of Milch

type 2 18 . Milch is better to understand deformties and

Jakob’s for fracture management.

Figure 9a, b, c: Clinical photographs and  pre and post operative

Xrays of a child treated with ORIF with bone graft.

9a 9b

9c

Management of nonunion patients is by open reduction

and internal fixation with or without bone graft.

In patients with severe deformity, poor cosmesis, to

restore good elbow function  osteotomy is advised.

Kim et al have advised wedge osteotomies

(Figure10).However we routinely perform dome

osteotomies described by Yin Chun Tien(Figure 11).

Lateral spur formation20

Lateral spurring is an extremely common consequence

of lateral humeral condyle fractures in children. The

development of a spur correlates with initial displacement

and surgical treatment. The size of the spur is associated

with the amount of initial fracture displacement. Despite

Figure 10: Schematic diagram of wedge osteotomy(Kim) Figure 11: Schematic diagram  of dome osteotomy(Yin Chun

Tien)

concerns from patients, families, and physicians alike,

neither the presence nor the size of the lateral spur seems

to influence the final outcome.
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CONCLUSION

The treating surgeon should ensure the best possible

outcome- clinically and radiologically. To manage

fractures during bony growth one needs to have an in

depth knowledge of physiology of skeletal development.

To do justice to the dynamic growing bone, we have to

assess future growth, growth disorders, spontaneous

correction and the direction of displacement. A close

association during follow up with parents and

physiotherapist and convincing a child the necessity of

exercises will help in a good outcome.

In the absence of evidence from randomized trials,

surgeons must rely on the best available information to

guide patient management decisions. Although there have

been more than 100 publications on the topic of lateral

condyle fractures in children, evidence regarding the

Figure 12: Case of a 13 year old boy with severe deformites
and decreased elbow function, surgical correction

optimal surgical technique to treat displaced fractures

remains limited to case series and expert opinion.21

Though prognosis is guarded in a late presenting case,

nevertheless always ideal to get help from experts in the

field.
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INTRODUCTION

Nicoll 1 (1964) rightly stated that, “fractures of tibial shaft
are important for two reasons. The first is that they are
common and second that they are controversial and
anything that is both common and controversial must
be important”

Fractures of tibia are amongst the most common of
skeletal injuries. Tibial fractures tax a surgeon’s judgement
and skill. The surgeon after a thoughtful analysis of the
morphology of the fracture, energy impacted, the status
of soft tissues and the general condition of the patient,
must select an effective treatment regimen which is usually
developed through clinical experience. The goals of
treatment are to obtain a healed, well aligned fracture
which is pain free on weight bearing and with a functional
range of movements of knee and ankle joints.

The difficulties that may arise in treatment of tibial shaft
fractures should not be underrated. They include i) high
incidence of open and infected fractures ii) tendency of
oblique and spiral fractures to get redisplaced when
swelling subsides iii) cosmetic and functional disability
in malunions as knee and ankle joints move in the same
parallel axis  iv) slow union as a result of severity of
fracture, poor blood supply to one fragment and
sometimes distraction due to an intact fibula v) associated
loss of motion in the ankle and knee joints due to
associated soft tissue and vascular injury.3

It is these difficulties that have given rise to much
controversy among surgeons as to the best method of

Review Article

Conservative management of
tibial diaphyseal fractures
R. Ravishankar

treating tibial fractures. There are proponents of operative
management of all tibial shaft fractures as there are of
non-operative treatment. As is often the case the answer
is a compromise between the two points of view. What
maybe an ideal and safe treatment in a fully equipped
traumatic unit could be disastrous when employed in a
setup with limited resources. 3

There is no convincing case for abandonment of
conservative treatment merely on the excuse of
inconvenience of plaster immobilisation or the unproven
disability of stiff joints: most of these injuries can be
treated safely by conservative methods.3

Sarmiento and Latta4 state: “in the vast majority of closed
tibial fractures the initial shortening is less than one
centimetre and this neither produces a limp nor late
sequelae.”

“The vast majority of closed tibial fractures managed
conservatively can be made to heal with angular
deformities of less than 80 and these are cosmetically
acceptable and do not lead to late osteoarthritic changes
in adjacent joints.”4

Charnley2 states: “It is possible that some persons are
more naturally equipped with manipulative skills but it is
unlikely that everyone cannot acquire it by conscientious
effort.”

The ease with which perfect reductions can be obtained
by closed methods when the injury is fresh makes it
especially important for the orthopaedic resident on duty
to take full advantage of this fact.

Dr. R. Ravishankar
Professor of Orthopaedics, JSS Medical College, Mysore
ravishankar.r@jsshospital.in
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Charnley 2 in the preface to his book states,” an attempt
here is made to re-emphasise the non operative method,
and to show that far from being a crude and uncertain
art, the manipulative treatment of fractures can be
resolved into a science”

So also my endeavour with this article….

SURGICAL ANATOMY OF TIBIAL DIAPHYSIS

The tibial diaphysis is unprotected antero-medially and
is relatively slender in regions and is therefore the most
common long bone to get fractured and to suffer open
injury.

The diaphysis of tibia is the area between the proximal
and distal segments and is usually divided into proximal,
middle and distal thirds. The shaft is narrowest at junction
of middle and lower thirds and is the most frequent site
of fracture.

The fibula actually bears some load (5% to 16%) which
is maximum in the everted and dorsiflexed ankle. The
inter-osseous membrane plays an important role as a
stabilizing structure in the leg.

Treatment of these fractures by manipulation and cast
immobilization leads to osseous union via a stage of fibro
cartilage and large amounts of periosteal callus. For the

production of periosteal callus, extra osseous blood supply
derived from periosseous tissues is required. The tibia
has less potential for obtaining this because of paucity
of soft tissues in the distal third of leg.

CLASSIFICATION

The OTA, AO classify tibial shaft fractures broadly as
follows:

Type A: Unifocal fractures

Group A1: Spiral fractures

Group A2: Oblique fractures (fracture line >30°)

Group A3: transverse fractures (fracture line <30°)

Type B: Wedge fractures

Group B1: intact spiral wedge fractures

Group B2: intact bending wedge fractures.

Group B3: comminuted wedge fractures

Type C: Complex fractures

Group C1: spiral wedge fractures

Group C2: segmental fractures

Group C3: comminuted fractures.

Charnley 2 classifies according to stability to a telescoping
force applied after  reduction:

Figure 1: Long leg cast after closed reduction Figure 2: PTB cast

Figure 3: Follow up X-ray

at 2nd month
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1. Fractures without stability against shortening:
oblique, spiral and comminuted fractures.

2. Fractures with complete stability: transverse
fractures.

3. Fractures with potential stability: blunt oblique
fractures with fracture line less than 45°.

CLOSED REDUCTION AND PLASTER
APPLICATION

Fracture healing in cast

Plaster casts can be used for non weight bearing treatment
or early weight bearing as popularized by Dehne, Brown
and Sarmiento. Immediate weight bearing cast technique
is very demanding, and best results are obtained by
surgeons who follow their patients closely and who are
willing to modify or change casts to maintain reduction.
This treatment is usually indicated in stable, low energy,
minimally displaced or reducible and stable tibial shaft
fractures. Sarmiento and colleagues7 suggested:
peripheral callus bridging the fracture, no motion or
tenderness at fracture site and pain free full weight bearing
as criteria for healing of a fracture.

Sarmiento4 opines that the factors which influence
healing were:

i) The soft tissue injury and the intact periosteal hinge.

ii) The degree of comminution.

iii) The condition of fibula

Studies indicate that the vast majority of tibial fractures
will heal with non operative treatment and will result in
good functional limbs.8

PRINCIPLES OF CLOSED REDUCTION AND
CAST IMMOBILIZATION

All tibial shaft fractures require a period of stabilisation
in an above-the knee cast. Some form of sedation is
necessary during the procedure. If the pain is of unusually
high degree, look out for compartment syndrome. In such
circumstances apply a well padded above the knee slab
and observe.

I. The initial above the knee cast

The fracture is reduced by simple manipulation while
the limb hangs vertically over the end of the table or with
assistants giving traction and counter traction in a
horizontal position. The limb is completely covered by a
layer of cotton with adequate padding over the malleoli,
back of heel and neck of fibula. This helps to
accommodate swelling. The knee is kept in 10° of flexion
to prevent rotation between femur and the tibial upper
fragment. Radiographs are taken in two planes to
determine the acceptability of reduction.

Figure 4: Follow up X-ray
at 4th  month

Figure 5: Follow up X-ray at 7th

month
Figure 6: Follow up X-ray at 1 year
& 3 months
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Sarmiento4 states that 12-15mm of shortening and 5°-8°
of angulation is cosmetically, physiologically and
functionally acceptable displacement.

II. Wedging the cast

If the alignment (angulation) is not accurate, it should be
corrected after the plaster has set by wedging. A linear
cut is made around two thirds of the cast at the level of
the fracture on the concave side of the angle. The cut is
opened to a wedge and is held open by a block of wood
well protected by cotton. The width of the block of wood
is approximately 1mm for every degree of angulation.

Radiographs are again taken to check the adequacy of
correction of angulation and the wedge cut covered with
plaster cast. A radiograph is taken to confirm the
correction of angulation.

III. Role of fibula 9

As already stated the fibula bears 5% to 16% of weight.

a) Stabilizing effect of fibula: The presence of an intact
fibula indicates low energy trauma. Because of its
stabilizing effect and that of interosseous membrane, most
tibial shaft fractures do not shorten further when
adequately immobilized.

If the fibula is fractured at the same level as the tibia, the
interosseous membrane remains intact; the fracture
remains stable after reduction and immobilization.

If the fibula is fractured at a different level, instability is
seen with a widely displaced fracture due to a disrupted
interosseous membrane.

b) An intact fibula as a deforming factor4 : An intact fibula
causes varus angulation of the tibial fracture, the shorter
fragment showing the greatest angulation. Fractures in
proximal and distal third of tibial shaft are more prone
to angulation as also oblique fractures where in the
direction of fracture is from proximal to distal and from
medial to lateral. These fractures should be watched

carefully with serial radiographs and if instability occurs
to change over to operative treatment.

An intact fibula with a valgus angulation is most likely
due to a dislocated proximal tibio- fibular joint and
appropriate treatment is required to prevent chronic pain
due to recurrent dislocation.

IV) Duration of cast immobilisation

The total duration of cast immobilization is 10-12 weeks.
After a period of 6-8 weeks the long leg cast should be
changed to a FCB (functional cast brace) and active knee
movements and quadriceps exercises encouraged.

Sarmiento4 also suggests the use of pre-fabricated and
custom made functional braces to aid in early functional
recovery.

V) The functional cast brace (FCB)

Functional cast bracing challenges the concept that
anatomical reduction and rigid fixation encourages
osteogenesis.5 Fracture bracing is predicated on the belief
that bone fragment contact,end to end or otherwise is
not required for bony union and rigid immobilisation of
joints above and below the fracture are detrimental to
fracture healing.

Sarmiento and Latta5 with their experience are convinced
that the motion between the fragments that results from
functional activity enhances osteogenesis. FCB
encourages the use of the injured limb through the normal
functions of daily living.

VI) Joint movements in conservative methods

Charnley2 states the following with regard to joint stiffness

- majority of joints treated in plaster cast do eventually
recover their full range of movement though there
may often be some delay.

- the persistence of normal joint histology is probably
the result of continuous minute movement which
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can never be abolished by cast immobilisation.

- after fracture of a long bone, the associated joints
will tolerate fixation for the duration of NORMAL
union without either permanent or significant loss
of motion.

V) Surgical intervention during conservative
management

Shatzer and Tile8 enumerate the following indications
for surgical intervention when conservative management
appears to be giving less than optimal results:

i) Unstable fractures- inability to maintain reduction
or leading to relative  shortening: angulation more
than 8° and shortening more than 15mm.

ii) Fracture of tibial shaft with intact fibula: grossly
displaced fractures with disruption of interosseous
membrane are difficult to maintain in plaster cast.
The tibia tends to displace into a varus position
which is difficult to correct; delayed union and non-
union are common.

iii) Delayed union or non-union of an inappropriately
treated fracture in plaster.

CONCLUSION

Popularity of surgical treatment of tibial shaft fractures
has eclipsed conservative methods due to a number of
reasons.4  Great advances have been made with surgical
techniques and implants, the orthopaedic surgeon; having
chosen orthopaedics instinctively prefers surgery with the

popular perception that surgical treatment is more
prestigious and operative surgery is more financially
rewarding.

However Dehne, Charnley, Sarmiento and others have
shown that with correctly applied long leg casts, functional
cast braces and early weight bearing, fracture union can
be achieved with few complications. Sarmiento and
Latta have shown that weight bearing on the injured limb
allowed early functional rehabilitation, prevents joint
stiffness and has beneficial effects on fracture healing.

Thus, all these studies have shown that the vast majority
of tibial fractures will heal with non operative treatment
and will result in good functional limbs if the
orthopaedician and patient follow prescribed programs.
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INTRODUCTION

Carpal tunnel syndrome is the most well-known and
frequent form of median nerve entrapment. It is the most
common compression neuropathy in upper extremity. It
was first described by Sir James Paget in 1854. Marie et
Foix described the pathological changes of the median
nerve.  Morsch coined the term carpal tunnel syndrome
in 1930.

In 1987, Okutsu, a Japanese Orthopaedic surgeon and
his colleagues first reported the use of an endoscope to
incise the transverse carpal ligament in patients with
carpal tunnel syndrome. He developed a system called
as “The Universal Subcutaneous Endoscopic System”.1

Ever since then many modifications have been described.
The endoscopic carpal tunnel release technique is
presently the main competitor to the open technique.The
decreased wrist pain and scar tenderness and an earlier
return of grip strength and return to work are its major
benefits.2

Indications of endoscopic carpal tunnel release are same
as that of the indications for open carpal tunnel release.
Patients who have no improvement in symptoms in spite
of conservative management, who are willing for the
endoscopic procedure and patients who need to return
to work early are suitable for this procedure.3

Appropriate patient selection is extremely important for
a successful outcome. Patients with very large bulky
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Endoscopic carpal tunnel release
Anil K. Bhat, Ashwath Acharya, Prajwal Mane

hands are sometimes technically difficult and hence
endoscopic release is not much recommended.

There are certain contraindications to endoscopic carpal
release which has restricted its role in the carpal tunnel
syndrome management. According to Chow,
contraindications to endoscopic carpal tunnel release
include the following:

1. Patient requiring neurolysis, tenosynovectomy, Z-
plasty of the transverse carpal ligament or decompression
of the Guyon’s canal.

2. Surgeon suspecting a space-occupying lesion or other
severe abnormality of the muscles, tendons, or vessels
in the carpal tunnel.

3. Patient who have localized infection or severe hand
edema, or the vascular status of the upper extremities is
tenuous.

4. Revision surgery for unresolved or recurrent carpal
tunnel syndrome.

5. Previous tendon surgery or flexor injury that would
cause scarring in the carpal tunnel preventing safe
placement of the instruments for endoscopic carpal
tunnel release.

6. Marked thickening of epineurium, marked thickening
of tenosynovium and anatomical or post traumatic
abnormalities.

In this article we are illustrating the endoscopic carpal
tunnel release using a single portal system

SURGICAL TECHNIQUE OF ENDOSCOPIC
CARPAL TUNNEL RELEASE

The surgical setup and equipment is illustrated in figure
1. Before inflating the tourniquet, it is recommended that
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the surgeon mark key anatomical landmarks on the
patient’s hand using sterile skin marking pen. The
tendons of the flexor carpi ulnaris and flexor carpi
radialis, pisiform bone and hook of the hamate are marked
and in addition, the surgeon should select and mark
the intended incision line at wrist flexion crease.

The surgeon should then draw a line from the middle of
the wrist flexion crease to the palmar baseof the ring
finger .This line (Kaplan’s line) should pass radial to the
mark over the hook of the hamate.Kaplan’s cardinal line
is a more predictable landmark for the superficial palmar
arch. In referencing this landmark as the distal most extent
of an open or endoscopic carpal tunnel release, the
superficial palmar arch is free of transection

Step 1: Making the incision in a wrist flexion
crease

Choose a wrist flexion crease that is just proximal to the
crease that separates the glabrous skin of the palmar
surface of the hand and the “mobile” skin of the forearm.
Make a 2-3 cm transverse incision between the tendons
of the flexor carpi radialis and the flexor carpi ulnaris.
Take care to stop short of the subcutaneous tissues
and their cutaneous nerves. Use a spreading longitudinal
dissection to protect these nerves and expose the
forearm fascia.

The transverse incision may over lie the palmar cutaneous
branch of the median nerve. If the palmar cutaneous

branch of the median nerve is visualized in the radial side
of the wound, it can be gently isolated and retracted.

Step 2: Elevating the U-shaped flap of forearm
fascia

Make a U-shaped incision in the forearm fascia, creating
a rectangular flap distally based on the transverse carpal
ligament. Preparing and elevating this U-shaped flap from
the underlying finger flexor synovium (ulnar bursa) allows
the surgeon to develop a plane between the synovium
and the deep side of the transverse carpal ligament.

Step 3: Creatinga path into the carpal tunnel

While vertically elevating the flap of forearm fascia in a
palmar direction, use tenotomy scissors to gently spread
and separate the forearm fascia from the synovium of
the ulnar bursa. Position the synovium elevator in line
with the base of the ring finger, radial to the hook of the
hamate. Using the synovium elevator,feel the roughness
of the transverse fibres of the transverse carpal ligament.
Continue to separate the ulnar bursa (synovium) distally
until its tip is palpable at the distal end of the carpal
tunnel.

Figure 1: Surgical set up

Figure 2: Marking key anatomical landmarks on the patient’s

hand
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Step 4: Preparing a path for theendoscopic
instrument

Use the small hamate finder to create a path for the blade
assembly. While aiming at the base of the ring finger and
holding the wrist in slight extension, gently pass the
hamate finder distally down the ulnar side of the tunnel,
hugging the hook of the hamate until the finder’s curved
tip can be palpated subcutaneously as it exits the carpal
tunnel. One or two passes is sufficient to create a path.
Use the standard or blade shaped hamate finder for
larger hands.

Step 5: Introducing the blade assembly into
the carpal tunnel

Blade extension and retraction should be done
before insertion into the patient’s hand. Holding
the patient’s wrist in slight extension, insert the
blade assembly into the carpal tunnel, pressing
the viewing window snugly against the deep side
of the ligament. While aiming at the base of the
ring finger, advance the instruments distally,
hugging the hook of the hamate to assure an ulnar
course.

To avoid injury to the median nerve and flexor tendons,
during the cutting stroke, it is imperative that the flat

surface of the blade assembly be pressed and held snugly
against the deep side of the transverse carpal ligament.

Step 6: Defining the distal end of the transverse
carpal ligament:

Use a sufficient number of proximal-to-distal passes to
accurately define annular “strip” of the transverse carpal
ligament. Transverse fibres of the ligament should be
visible within this strip. Palpating with the thumb, define
the distal margin of the ligament at its junction with a
pad of fat and align the point of entry at this junction.

Figure 3: The transverse incision between the tendons of the

flexor carpi radialis and the flexor carpi ulnaris

Figure 4: Distally based rectangular flap on the transverse carpal
ligament

Note: The fat typically overlaps the deep side of the
ligament’s distal margin by a couple of millimeters.This
contrasts with the occasional patient that lacks a clear distal
margin of this ligament as defined by its junction with a
pad of fat. If this or other anatomic details fail to provide
orientation to critical anatomy, abandon the endoscopic
approach in favour of an open carpal tunnel release.

Do not insert the tip of the blade assembly beyond the
end of the transverse carpal ligament. This avoids a stretch
injury to the small nerve that sends communicating fibres
between the ulnar nerve and the median nerve just distal
to the carpal tunnel.
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Step 7: Incising the transverse carpal ligament

Assure continued correct positioning, hugging the hook
of the hamate and tracking the course of the blade
assembly while maintaining ring finger aim and incise
the ligament distal to proximal.

Release the trigger to retract the blade. Re-insert
the blade assembly to inspect the completeness
of the ligament division.With the blade retracted, the
assembly may be rotated after a complete release to
allow the surgeon to inspect the cut edges of ligament.

Step8: Releasing the forearm fascia

Using tenotomy scissors, release the forearm fascia
proximal to the skin incision, taking care to protect the
median nerve. This prevents the forearm fascia from

Figure 5: Separating the ulnar bursa (synovium) distally Figure 6: Creating the path for the blade assembly

acting as a constricting band that could continue to
compromise median nerve function.

Before deflating the tourniquet, insert the blade assembly
(blade retracted), positioning the viewing window at the
distal end of the tunnel to inspect for potentially
troublesome arterial bleeders.

The use of an intracuticular suture to close the skin gives
the best cosmetic result. Following wound closure, dress
the wrist and hand by a method that allows full thumb
use and opposition post-operatively.

ADVANTAGES OF ENDOSCOPIC RELEASE

Patients who have undergone Endoscopic release have
greater relief in the symptoms and improvement in
function and early recovery of pinch strength, grip
strength and early return to work. Postoperatively early
mobilisation leads to decreased chances of scar
tenderness and pillar pain.3

Problems related to endoscopic carpal tunnel
release

1. Technically demanding procedure.

2. Limited visual field that prevents inspection of other
structures.

3. Vulnerability of the median nerve, flexor tendons,
and superficial palmar arterial arch to injury.

Figure 7: insertion of the blade assembly into the carpal

tunnel
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4. Inability to control bleeding easily.

5. Limitations imposed by mechanical failure.

6. Tight carpal tunnel.

7. Not able to visualize the distal edge of transverse
carpal tunnel ligament.

8. Excess fluid or tenosynovitis.
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Tidal knee lavage for osteoarthrosis
Ashwinikumar Mannur

ABSTRACT

Patients with  degenerative   arthrosis of   knee joint have decreased  synovial fluid osmolarity when compared with normal

controls. Instillation of   hyper tonic  Ringer lactate  into knee joint under local anesthesia is purported to relieve pain and

improve  functionof   knee. Hypertonic Ringer lactate used as  a irrigating solution is  as far as possible close to normal

synovial fluid. Ringer lactate can be made hypertonic by addition of 75 gm.of mannitol to 3 litres of Ringer lactate.

Tidal knee lavage is a palliative   procedure used for
pain relief in the treatment  of painful osteoarthrosis of
knee joint.1 It involves instillation of  normal saline2 or
Ringer lactate3or  hyper tonic  Ringer lactate4  in to knee
joint under local anesthesia using a wide bored 14 gauge
needle or a small bore  2.3 mm arthroscopic cannula.

This procedure which  is purported to relieve pain and
improve  function of   knee is believed to
produce  these  effects  by disrupting intraarticular
adhesions and removing cartilage and particulate
debris,cytokines, calcium phosphate crystals and pain
producing substances like substance P5. This procedure
is most often performed in outpatients surgical  setting.6

The effect of  lavage  or  washing of  degenerative  joints
was first noted  by Bircher  in1921. 7

Burman et al   reported good results regarding pain relief
after arthroscopic examination  of osteoarthritic knees
with instruments designed  primarily  for  diagnostic
purposes, as  their  instruments had not  technologically
so advanced  for arthroscopic debridement.8

Other authors also opine similarly, in that diagnostic
arthroscopy alone and   not debridement and other
arthroscopic  procedures lead to marked pain relief in
osteoarthritis of  knee. 9; 10; 11

Joint  lavage   through  the arthroscope with large
amounts of saline yielded considerable  results by
removing  small bits of cartilage, fibrin clots and
substances that induce inflammation and pain
producing substance  like substance P.

Particulate debris from autologous  articular cartilage
has been shown to  promote symptomatic  synovitis  and
osteophyte formation in dogs when injected
intraarticularly.12  Dahl et al . showed   significant increase
in  total amount  of  polysaccharide in synovial fluid
from patients with joint disease.13  Removal of these
particle could  explain  pain relief by mechanical washout
alone.

 Lavage alone  helped   80% of  patients  with less severe
form  of disease and often provided  sustained relief  for
more than two years.14

Chang et al. found that  closed  needle saline lavage
was as effective  as arthroscopic surgery in controlling
pain of osteoarthritis  of knee  and improving function
and was much cheaper.15
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This simple technique could be taught  to  primary care
physicians  responsible  for  care of elderly and  be made
popular among orthopaedicians who deal mainly such
cases  in our country and other places in the world.

But it has to be emphasized that, this procedure should
be performed  in  completely sterile surgical suite, under
all aseptic precautions.

Synovial fluid  from  knees in  young  healthy individuals
at rest  is hypertonic (mean osmolarity404 mmol/kg)
when compared  with their serum(mean 305mmol/kg).16

Patients with  degenerative   arthrosis of   knee joint
have decreased  synovial fluid osmolarity when
compared with normal controls. Variation of osmotic
concentrations of irrigating  solutions  results in  scanning
electronic  microscopic  changes  in surface  of articular
cartilage.17 Both  normal saline  and Ringer lactate
solution  have been known to cause at least transient
changes in articular cartilage.18,19 Hypertonic Ringer
lactate used as  a irrigating solution is  as far as possible
close to normal synovial fluid.20 Ringer lactate can be
made hypertonic by addition of 75 gm.of mannitol to 3
litres of Ringer lactate.21

Kulkarni et al have shown significant pain  relief  which
lasted maximum  for  about 8months ,with saline lavage
by just 500cc. normal saline.22

 Prospective short term studies  have shown  a statistically
significant  pain relief  and function  improvement  by
tidal irrigation  compared with conservative medical
management.23

Methods of tidal lavage of knee joint include one needle
technique and two needle technique.

In the two needle technique, with patient in supine
position, knee is  painted  and draped and  area
superolateral to patella is infiltrated with 1% xylocaine
and a  14 gauge needle  or a 2.3 mm arthroscopic cannula
is inserted  in to knee via  a superolateral portal and

synovial fluid is  obtained for analysis. Needle is then
connected to  3 liter bag  of irrigating  fluid either normal
saline  or hypertonic Ringer lactate and the  knee is
infiltrated with gravity flow. Similarly an  out flow  is
placed in the superolateral portal and outflow connected
to a  sterile 3 liter bag. The  knee is sequentially inflated
and once the patient feels fullness in knee, fluid is drained
out until all the  3 litres of solution  has been used.

In single needle technique, only a single needle is inserted
into  the superolateral portal   and the needle is connected
to a two way. Once the knee is inflated by the irrigating
fluid and patient feels fullness in the knee, inflow is
stopped  and fluid is drained  in to outflow bag  via the
two way. Following the washout, a compression bandage
is applied to the knee and oral antibiotics are given.
Patients are allowed to bear weight as tolerated
immediately.

In India  osteoarthritis of the knees is a very common
cause of knee pain. One can find that any orthopaedic
out-patient department  will be  attended by significant
number of knee osteoarthritis cases. Most of our people
cannot afford the cost of  either  arthroscopy or total
knee joint replacement.Moreover sociocultural habits of
our people preclude them from undergoing  total  knee
replacement surgery, so commonly practiced in the west.

Instead of non steroidal antiInflammatory drugss or
causing  further  damage to the articular cartilage by
intraarticular steroid injections, it may be better to adopt
this simple technique  of tidal lavage of knee joint by
either normal saline  or hyper tonic Ringer lactate.

Reduction in the use or complete cessation  of anti-
inflammatory medication is an added advantage of the
use of  the knee lavage4. Gastrointestinal and renal
complications  from long term use of non steroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs are well known. Significant costs are
also associated   with the long term use  of anti-
inflammatory drugs.
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Knee washout is  a palliative treatment option for  pain
relief in osteoarthritis.Minimal  procedural  discomfort
and reduction  or elimination of use of  non steroidal
drugs are potential benefits relatively.

The pain relief provided by arthroscopic lavage in certain
percentage of  osteoarthritic knees may be the result of
mechanical fluid washout alone  and  not  specific to
arthroscopic  treatment. The same benefit  can be
achieved  without the expense, risk and  postoperative
recovery period, by simple lavage with just normal saline
under local anesthesia.
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ABSTRACT

Background : Back pain in a disc disease is not only because of compression on neural elements, but also be due to

chemical inflammation. Surgery aims at decompressing the pressure on neural elements and conservative treatment aims to

combat the chemical radiculitis. With the wide availability of MRI, clinical diagnosis and confirmation of disc disease by MRI

scan has been made easy. Many a times a disc lesion in MRI may influence the surgeon to operate and remove the offending

disc. However, many such patients may not actually need surgery and can be treated non-operatively. There are several

modes of non-operative methods available, including epidural steroid administration. This study aims to study the functional

results of non-operative methods with and without epidural steroid administration.

Materials and methods : This is a prospective cohort study done over a period of 48 months from September, 2012 on 100

patients admitted to Father Muller Medical College Hospital,Mangalore. The subjects selected were diagnosed with intervertebral

disc prolapse with MRI confirmation. The patient selection was based on inclusion and exclusion criteria. Patients were

randomly divided into two groups-one group was treated with epidural steroid and other group with other non-invasive methods.Core

muscle strenghthening exercises were a constant in both the groups.Results were drawn based on the ODI and VAS Scoring

on regular follow ups .

Results :  In this study group of 100 patients,56 were males and 44 were females. Most subjects were in the fourth and fifth

decades of life. The mean age of subjects was 50. The study also intended to throw light on the impact of sedentary lifestyle

and smoking on the outcome. Gender, magnitude of herniation had no discernible effect on the outcome .Outcome was poorer

in patients who had sedentary lifestyle and smoking habits irrespective of the treatment given.

Conclusions :  The clinical spectrum of intervertebral disc prolapse-lumbar disc herniations varied from disc bulges to extrusion.

In this study, the most common symptoms were backache with radiculopathy without progressive neurological deficits. Epidural

steroid injection probably accelerates pain relief in patients who eventually have natural resolution of radicular pain in a gradual

delayed fashion. Thus,epidural steroid could allow faster return to function during the natural history of sciatica. Regular

exercise program for people with sedentary liestyle and cessation of smoking can be an adjuvant  for a better outcome.
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INTRODUCTION

Back pain radiating to lower limbs is still, one of the
unrewarding problems to deal with in clinical medicine.
Among the various factors of low back pain, only those
syndromes associated with neurological compression of
the caudaequina of nerve roots, have reasonably well
understood clinical presentation. Among the galaxy of
causative factors, both spinal and extraspinal, the most
common cause of low back ache seems to be the lumbar
disc disease.

The condition is increasing in number in our society and
is associated with considerable morbidity and significant
disability. The disc gives the spine the mobility and acts
as a shock absorber. The diagnosis of the level and
degree of protrusion or prolonged disc based upon clinical
findings was confirmed by magnetic resonance imaging
which has a high sensitivity and specificity.The cases
were treated conservatively.

The mode of conservative management are bed rest, skin
traction, physiotherapy, exercise therapy, drug therapy
and epidural steroid infiltration. Operative intervention
indicated in patients with herniated disc with progressive
neurological deficits but it has its own disadvantages of
persistent pain and recurrence of symptoms.

It is a well recognized fact that back pain in a disc disease
is not only because of compression on neural elements,
but may also be due to chemical inflammation. Surgery
aims at decompressing the pressure on neural elements
and conservative treatment aims to combat the chemical
radiculitis. With the wide availability of MRI, clinical
diagnosis and confirmation by MRI scan has been made
easy. Many a times a disc lesion in MRI may influence
the surgeon to operate and remove the offending disc.
However, many such patients may not actually need
surgery and can be treated non-operatively. It is also a
well known fact that the ten years of study by Weber et
al1 states that the results of conservative treatment is
comparable to surgical treatment on a long term.

This study aims at analyzing the effectiveness of
conservative treatment and to compare the outcome of
the two broad categories which are invasive (epidural
steroid) and non-invasive treatment of conservative care
in a diagnosed and confirmed case of lumbar disc
herniation.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

One hundred patients with lumbar disc herniations in
the age group of 25-70 years who were available for
follow up were selected.Period of study was two years
from September 2012 to July 2014.Patients who were
presented to the department of Orthopaedics at Father
Muller Medical College hospital,Mangalore were drawn
into the study. There were around 143 patients enrolled
for the study, at the end only 100 patients who were
available for complete follow up were included in the
study.

Data were collected by interview, by follow up at intervals
of 1 month,6 months and 1 year, by analyzing case
papers.The patients above 18 years of age treated by
only nonoperative methods, symptomatic patients with
disc herniations with positive MRI findings, patients who
would be available for follow up for minimum of 12
months were included in this study. Patients below the
age of 18 years, patients with progressive neurological
deficits, patients with associated listhesis,instability of
the spine, patients with cauda-equina lesions, patients
with history of previous spine surgery, patients associated
with infection or discitis, any condition that comes in
the way of early mobilization of the patient were excluded
from this study.

All patients who presented with low back ache with
radiation to one or both gluteal regions and posterior
aspect of the thighs in combination with exacerbation
while coughing and sneezing were evaluated initially in
the out-patient department. The diagnosis was confirmed
by radiographic imaging. Lateral and antero-posterior
plain radiographs of lumbar spine were taken to evaluate
osseous anatomy and alignment. Later magnetic
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resonance imaging was done to confirm the disc
herniation, to grade the disc herniation and also to rule
out other possible causes of back pain such as infection
in spine,tumours of spine and intra-abdominal visceral
causes which will have major bearing with respect to
treatment and inclusion into the study.

Haematological (viz.,Hb,TC,DC,ESR,Platelet counts),
biochemical(blood sugar,blood urea,serum
creatinine),serological(HIV,HBsAg) investigation were
done as one of the groups in our cohort had later invasive
procedure.All the patients were later admitted for the
treatment.

Conservative management

Patients who were planned for conservative treatment
were treated with non steroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs,a muscle relaxant and bed rest for a period of two
to three days. The physiotherapy(IFT,TENS.) was started
within a week. Physiotherapy included stretching, core
muscle strengthening and trunk stabilization
exercises.Patient education was a part of treatment in
both the groups.

Epidural steroid injections

Patients who were planned for epidural steroid injections
were briefed about the pain management and goals and
only after a written consent,invasive procedure was
carried out.Platelet inhibitors like clopidogrel,aspirin
were stopped a week prior to surgery,systemic infections
were ruled out before injecting epidural steroid. Epidural
steroid injection was performed by the anaesthetist on
call.Our study comprised of administering only one dose
of epidural steroid,without fluoroscopy guidance.

Epidural steroid injection was carried out in the operation
theatre.Patient was positioned in lateral position.
Injection containing  triamcinolone 40mg mixed with 3
to 4 ml of 2% lignocaine was injected to the epidural
space,without fluoroscopic guidance,by interlaminar

approach.All these injections were performed  at one
level cephalad to the disc herniation.

All patients in both the groups were prospectively
assessed with clinical examination and questionnaires.
The self assessment questionnaire included a visual
analogue scale of 0 to 10 for assessment of current back
and radicular pain. Pain drawing was used to indicate
the magnitude of pain and an Oswestry disability index
was used to quantitate the level of function(on a 0 to
100 point scale, in which higher score represents greater
disability).The questionnaire and  clinical examination
was completed at presentation and at every follow
upclinical visit .Follow up was carried out at one, six
and twelve months interval after treatment.Core muscle
strengthening exercises was a part of the treatment for
both the cohorts.

The collected data was analysed by frequency percentage
and chi square test usindspss version 20 software to
evaluate the results.

RESULTS

To assess the effect of occupation in lumbar disc
diseases,we divided our patients into two broad groups
based on their physical activity level in their professions.
One group comprised of people who had a sedentary
life style and the other had heavy physical strain in their
profession. We noticed that occupation had no
discernible effect on the magnitude of disc herniation.

We also found that in the heavy physical labour group
of patients there was no difference in recovery with
respect to epidural steroid or conservative management.
However,people with sedentary lifestyle recovered better
with epidural steroid injection.

Smoking

It is noted that incidence of lumbar disc herniation did
not have significant relation to smoking.
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Table 1: Role of smoking habit on back pain

Crosstab

TREATMENT

ESI Conservative Total

Smoking/Habits No Count 27 38 65

% within smoking/habits 41.5% 58.5% 100.0%

% within treatment 54.0% 76.0% 65.0%

Yes Count 23 12 35

% within smoking/habits 65.7% 34.3% 100.0%

% within treatment 46.0% 24.0% 35.0%

Total Count 50 50 100

% within smoking/habits 50.0% 50.0% 100.0%

% within treatment 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided)

Pearson Chi-Square 5.319a 1 .021

N of valid cases 100

a. 0 cells (0.0%) have expected count less than
5. The minimum expected count is 17.50.

b. Computed only for a 2x2 table

The two comparing groups were distributed with equal
number of patients.The results prove that epidural steroid

injection gives significant relief of pain as compared to
other conservative approach.

We did not notice any complications in both the groups

,especially in patients treated with epidural steroid
injection viz.,headache, facialflushing,increased back

pain, nerve deficits and injury, intravascularinjection,
epiduralhaematoma, etc.

DISCUSSION

Sciatica due to lumbar intervertebral disc herniation is
one of the most common cause of radicular pain in an
adult working population.A plethora of treatment
modalities exist for this common problem,many patients
have a tendency to avoid surgery considering its
associated risk factors and cost.Lumbar epidural steroid
injection is a reasonable non surgical option available
in such situation.We have a number of studies that have
compared epidural steroid injections with discectomy for
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TREATMENT

ESI Conservative
TOTAL

Count 13 4 17

% within Results 76.5% 23.5% 100.0%

% within TREATMENT 26.0% 8.0% 17.0%

Count 32 25 57

% within Results 56.1% 43.9% 100.0%

% within TREATMENT 64.0% 50.0% 57.0%

Count 5 17 22

% within Results 22.7% 77.3% 100.0%

% within TREATMENT 10.0% 34.0% 22.0%

Count 0 4 4

% within Results 0.0% 100.0% 100.0%

% within TREATMENT 0.0% 8.0% 4.0%

Count 50 50 100

% within Results 50.0% 50.0% 100.0%

% within TREATMENT 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Results

Total

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Value Exact Sig. (2-sided)

Fisher’s Exact Test 15.889 .001

N of Valid Cases 100

Table 2 : Comparison of epidural steroid and conservative management
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methylprednisolone injected in the epidural space can
remain inside forup to 2 weeks. Probably this could be a
reasonable explanation for a delayed action of epidural
steroid that we observed in our study.

A general consensus is that a patient will be subjected to
discectomy if he fails to recover after a 6 weeks
conservative trial of bed rest, non-steroidal anti-
inlammatorydrugs(NSAIDs) and electrotherapy. In our
study we had few patients who were not relieved of
symptoms even after 6 weeks of conservative treatment.
The patients who were not willing to continue
conservative treatment any further were given epidural
steroid following which they did have relief from their
early symptoms.Therefore,here we can learn that failure
of  NSAID’s and electrotherapy in relieving sciatica does
not imply that steroids will be ineffective.Epidural steroid
can be considered as a viable option before the decision
of discectomy is made.

While injecting the steroid,we used the posterior
interlaminar approach without fluoroscopic guidance.
Hence, there is a possibility of the steroid not having
adequately spread to the anterior epidural compartment,
inaccurate needle placement in the posterior soft tissue
of the back.We are not sure if this could be a reason for
few failures in the epidural steroid injected group of
patients in our study.

44% of our patients were into heavy physical activity
and 56% were having sedentary lifestyle.We observed
that outcomes were poor irrespective of treatment given
in patients who had sedentary lifestyle. This probably
stresses the need for a regular daily muscular stretching
and strengthening exercise program for long term
favourable outcome and well-being.

Both the cohorts of our study had patients who had
symptom duration ranging from 1 month to  6 months.We
did not notice any significant difference in the outcome

the treatment of lumbar disc herniations.There are only
a few studies which throw light on conservative
management of lumbar disc herniation.We intended to
study and compare the effect and outcome of
conservative(non-invasive) and epidural steroid
injection(invasive but conservative).

Thirty six percent of patients had either  protrusion or
extrusion of the lumbar disc Irrespective of the magnitude
of disc herniation,the cohort which was treated with
epidural steroid injection showed significant improvement
in symptoms. Beyond doubt steroid definitely helps
control the chemical inflammation causing nerve root
irritation which is believed to play a critical role in the
genesis of radicular pain with and without the presence
of mechanical compression of the nerve roots or cord.
We cannot be certain that the difference between the
two cohorts were exclusively  due to epidural steroid,
rather than unmeasured confounders. Notable difference
at baseline in the demographic variations, past history
with respect to back related disability and objective
findings existed among those patients treated with
epidural steroid injections or conservative management.
However,the final effect of epidural steroid treatment on
the predominant symptom and satisfaction were similar
after adjusting for other predictors of outcome. Thus,our
results  are partly comparable to those of Weber’s1

randomized trial.

We observed the fact that after a dose of epidural steroid
injections the ODI got better and better with time.Though
patient had a good relief from the radicular pain
immediately following the injection we noticed that  the
sense of satisfaction of well being was only after few
months.So considering this observation we can say that
the full(complete) response of epidural steroid often was
delayed. The quick relief can probably attributed to the
local anaesthetic that is injected along with the steroid.
Swerdlow M.et al6 in his study of intradiscal medications
in the relief of lumbosciatic syndrome states that
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of patients with a longer duration of symptoms when
compared with those whohad shorter duration of
symptoms.This result in our study has similarity to the
findings of Paul10 et al in his study of surgery versus
prolonged conservative treatment for sciatica, wherein
he found no difference in the outcome with respect to
duration of symptoms.Also Akagi11 et al in his study found
that patients with symptoms more than 3 months had
greater improvement only for psychological issues and
no difference in severity of backache and lumbar spine
dysfunction.

Holm S et al7 in his study on the effects of cigarette
smoking on nutrition of the intervertebral disc states that
smoking causes impairment of disc nutrition.
Furthermore, Iwahashi et al9 in his study of mechanism
of disc degeneration states that smokers have decreased
oxygen levels leading to hyalinization and necrosis of the
nucleus pulposus.True to the above two studies we found
that non-smokers had better outcome(P .002) than
smokers.This is consistent with other studies.Also,we
noted that smokers had worse Oswestry disability scores
initially itself suggesting that smokers had more disability
with repect to disc herniation.

 Though our results support the relative benefit of epidural
steroid for properly selected patients, this does not mean
that conservative management should be no longer
recommended as initial treatment. Conservative
management for atleast 4 to 6 weeks can be
recommended for patients with an intervertebral disc
herniation without significant disability. After one month,
our results should not be interpreted as requiring epidural
steroid or surgical intervention in those without
improvement since many of the conservatively treated
patients in our study had good outcomes. For those with
very bothersome symptoms, epidural steroid would
hasten the recovery and may result in better outcomes. It

is not clear in our study whether there is a time window
beyond which the relative benefit of epidural steroid
diminishes and thus when conservative treatment must
be deemed to have failed.

Strengths in our study was that it was a prospective study
with a reasonably good patient size making it likely that
results are generalisable. Treatment with epidural steroid
injection or non-invasive management was randomly
assigned.

There are few drawbacks in our study that needs to be
quoted. The non invasive management comprising of
TENS, bed rest, Non steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
and exercise regimens were done by different
physiotherapists for different patients. Irrespective of
whether the patients recovered or not, follow-up magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) was not done in our patients.
There were few patients who crossed over from
conservative management and opted for epidural steroid
as they were not willing to complete the conservative
treatment.

CONCLUSION

Epidural steroid injection probably accelerates pain relief
in patients who eventually have natural resolution of
radicular pain in a gradual delayed fashion. Epidural
steroid could allow faster return to function during the
natural history of sciatica. Patient education with respect
to injury avoidance  and home therapeutic exercise
program.Thus, empowering the patient for self-care is
definitely an effective means in treating the symptoms of
lumbar disc diseases. Amount of disc herniation is not
directly proportional to the outcome of treatment.
Cessation of smoking should be an integral part of the
treatment of patients with lumbar disc diseases.
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ABSTRACT

Background: Many procedures for the correction of clawing due to ulnar nerve palsy in Hansen’s disease like extensor bypass

surgery, palmaris longus tail graft, extensor carpi radialis  graft etc. gives good results with increasing power and motion

functions of hand. But these procedures need meticulous surgery, extensive institutional post operative re-education, training

and otherwise results in stiff fingers. Current study is done in view of simple procedure and easy post operative physiotherapy

with good results.

Materials and methods: Fifteen patients with ulnar claw hand secondary to Hansen’s disease were selected between the

period of January 2013 to January 2014 in our hospital. Patients with simple claw hand and mobile fingers with positive Bouvier

phenomenon were included. Disease had been controlled by anti leprosy treatment with MDT for minimum of six months. Flexor

digitorum superficialis tendon was used and Lasso transfer was done. Adequate post operative physiotherapy was given.

Method of assessment included pre operative and post operative measurement of range of motions, deformity, grip strength

using hand dynamometer. Also angle measurement of unassisted extension of PIP joint with MCP joint held at 900 flexion was

done with goniometer .

Results: The mean post operative grip strength was improved by 30% in three months and 46% by six months. Mean rate of

improvement of active extension lag was 35% overall. 60% of patients had good deformity correction, 27% fair and 13% showed

poor results. One patient had superficial skin complication and one patient developed paresthesia of medial aspect of ring finger

which recovered subsequently.

Conclusion: Zancolli lasso procedure for ulnar claw hand is simple and can be performed even in peripheral centers of India with

good results with little re-education and simple physiotherapy. This procedure was more successful in restoring grip strength.

Early surgery and less extensor lag gives excellent results.

Key words: Claw hand, Flexor digitorum superficialis, Zancolli’s Lasso transfer, Physiotherapy.
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INTRODUCTION

The ulnar nerve, the mixed nerve trunk of the upper limb
is the most often damaged by Hansen’s disease. Less
often the median nerve is involved, usually in combination
with the ulnar nerve.15 The radial nerve is rarely involved.
With paralysis of the intrinsic muscles, the hand adopts
the typical posture of clawing, initially maybe only the
ring and little fingers, eventually often all fingers.15,16 Many
dynamic surgical procedures for the correction of clawing
like extensor bypass surgery, palmaris longus tail graft,
extensor carpi radialis graft etc are in use which give
good results with increasing power and motion functions
of hand but needs meticulous surgery, extensive
institutional post operative re-education, training; if not
may result in stiff fingers9. Intrinsic replacement operations
utilizing flexor digitorum superficialis are the most
commonly done procedure.9 This tendon was first used
by Stiles in 1922, where the FDS was split, passed
dorsally and one half of each sutured to EDC1. Bunnell
modified this procedure where the split FDS was passed
to the transverse fibers of intrinsic apparatus of each
finger.2  The present study with Zancolli’s lasso procedure
is done as it is a simple procedure and with easy post
operative physiotherapy, good results can be achieved
in peripheral and rural health centers of India.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fifteen patients with ulnar claw hand secondary to
Hansen’s disease reported to our institution between the
period of January 2013 to January 2014 were selected
for this study. Patients with simple claw hand and mobile
fingers with positive Bouvier phenomenon were included.
In all the patients selected for the study, disease had been
controlled by anti-leprosy treatment with MDT for
minimum of six months. Patients with joint contractures
were excluded from the study.

Surgical technique

The surgical procedure was done under general
anaesthesia or brachial block. Curved, transverse incision
was made in the palm from the radial border to the ulnar
border, about  one centimeter proximal to the MCP flexion

crease. The flexor tendon sheaths were dissected free
and the proximal border of the A1 pulley identified. The
synovial sheaths are opened just proximal to the A1 pulley
border with scalpel or pointed scissors, care taken not to
injure the flexor digitorum superficialis.3

The flexor digitorum superficialis of the ring finger is
transected distally. It is easily withdrawn through the long
transverse incision. The tendon was split into four slips,
one slip for each finger. The slips were passed through
the flexor sheath with the help of tendon tunneller. The
slips were then passed under the proximal pulley (A1) of
the corresponding finger and through the opening distal
to the pulley, the tendon was taken out and brought
palmar and proximal to the pulley. The slip was sutured
to the same slip forming a loop under proper tension
with metacarpo-phalangeal joint in 30-90 degrees of
flexion where flexion increases from index to little finger
to make resting position of hand.3

Post operative physiotherapy:  POP cast
immobilization was given with wrist in its functional
position and MCP joints flexed by 550. By fourth week,
POP is removed at the time of exercises and flexion
exercises of all joints started, with MCP joint not
extending beyond 550 of flexion. Slab immobilization was
done for the remaining period. By sixth week, active
physiotherapy was started with flexion at all joints using
a soft compressible ball.

Methods of assessment

1. Assessment of deformity correction in open hand
position:

The angles of metacarpophalangeal and interphalangeal
joints were measured in open hand position using
goniometer. Good, fair and poor results were categorized
as per the assessment given in table.

Result MCP joint Interphalengeal joint
in degrees in degrees

Good +30 to 0 0 to 20

Fair 0 to -20 20 to 40

Poor >-20 >40
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2. Assessment of range of motions by modified Brand’s criteria7:

Range of motions in MCP joint and interphalengeal joints were measured in open hand and closed fist assessment.

3.  Grip strength:

Grip strength was measured using hand dynamometer before surgery and post operatively and results were reported
as percentage improvement in grip strength of the preoperative value.

RESULTS

Deformity correction: The correction of deformity was good in 10 (60%) cases, fair in 3(27%) cases and poor in
2(13%) cases. The average angle improvement was maximum in little finger followed by ring, index & middle finger
in that order. Minus (-) sign shows extension and Plus (+) sign shows flexion. The preoperative and postoperative
angles of MCP and PIP joints are given in Table 1 .

Table 1: The preoperative and postoperative angles of MCP and PIP joints

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Open hand

No residual contracture at PIP
joint

Unassisted extension at PIP
joint, no flexion at DIP joint

Unassisted extension at PIP
joint, slight flexion at DIP joint

Any hand that does not score
fair

Closed fist

Full tight fist

Fingers closes tightly but not
enough to hold a needle

Visible gap between base
and tip of finger

Any hand that does not score
fair

Mechanism of closing

Complete MP flexion before IP
joints begin to flex

IP joints begin to flex just before
MP joint completes flexion

MP and IP joints flexion
simultaneously

MP flexion delayed beyond IP
flexion

Min Max Average Min Max Average

Index finger MCP -45 0 -15 -25 10 0 15

PIP 0 90 30.5 0 60 10 20.5

Middle finger MCP -50 5 -20.5 -30 25 5 15.5

PIP 5 90 25 0 50 5 20

Ring finger MCP -60 0 30 -25 15 5 25

PIP 5 80 40 0 35 10 30

Little  finger MCP -70 -20 -30 -30 10 0 30

PIP 25 90 50 -5 40 10 40

Open
hand

position

Average
angle

improvement
Post operative anglePreoperative angle
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Range of motion measurements: Out of 15 patients,
33.33% of patients  had excellent results, 49% had good
and 17.66% had poor results in the range of motion
assessment by the criteria modified from Brand’s.6

Excellent 5(33%) 6(40%) 4(27%) 33.33%

Good 7(47%) 7(47%) 8(53%) 49%

Fair 3(20%) 2(13%) 3(20%) 17.66%

Poor - - - -

AverageResult Open hand
assesment

Closed fist
analysis

Flexion at MP and IP
joint sequence
comparison

Grip strength: The grip strength had decreased in immediate postoperative period (4-6 weeks). But the mean post
operative grip improved by 30% of mean pre operative strength in 3 months and by 46% of pre-operative strength in
6 months.

1 14 7 3 months 3 20 9.1 30%

6 months 4 23 10.22 46%

Pre operative (in kg)

Max
Follow up

Post operative (in kg)

Average
Mean

improvementAverageMin Min Max

Figure 1: Looping of FDS tendon over A1 pulley

Figure 2a:  Incision 1 cm proximal to MCP flexion crease.

Figure 2b: Splitting of FDS tendon into slips

Figure 2c: Suturing of FDS tendon slip looping around A1 pulley

2a 2b

2c

1
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Complications : One patient had superficial skin
infection which later healed with secondary intention.
One patient developed paresthesia on the medial aspect
of ring finger probably due to traction injury to digital
nerve during surgery. The paresthesia recovered
subsequently in six weeks.

DISCUSSION

The principle of management of claw hand in Hansen’s
disease is correction of primary deformity and prevention
of appearance of secondary deformities like soft tissue
contractures.9

The tendency for occurrence of clawing is greater in the
little finger than in the ring finger; tension was set slightly
greater on the small finger. Although the index and long
fingers generally do not exhibit the clawing posture, both
objective testing and comments from the patients strongly
suggest that dysfunction of these digits is also present.
So, transfer is made to all four fingers regardless of
clawing limited to the ring and little finger.

Figure 3c &d : Postoperative clinical photographs showing correction.

Figure 3a &b : Preoperative ulnar claw hand deformity

Many authors like Shah10 (1984), Hasting and
Davidson17(1988), claim that power improvement is not
seen with the lasso procedure. But in our study, we had
seen a definite increase in strength. Improvement in
strength is also shown by studies of Ozkan T et al9. Other
procedures like Bunnell’s, Brand’s, Antia’s result in
decrease of power and pinch strength. Flexor digitorum
superficialis is the prime flexor of the PIP joint and is
essential for power grasp. In above-mentioned procedures
flexor tendon rerouted to extensor expansion thus causing
deficiency in power grasp. However in lasso procedure,
flexor tendon is not rerouted to extensor expansion thus
there is no loss of flexor power deficiency. As the
deformity improves, the hand can be put into more
mechanically advantageous position to use remaining
muscle tendon units, thus increasing power grasp.9

Lakhanpal et. al reported 90% good results with Paul
Brand technique. Brandsma reported 78-83% good to
excellent results with FDS many tail procedure, but also
point out the complication like swan neck deformity
(15%), DIP flexion (29%), checkrein deformity (26%)
and insufficient finger flexion (18%).5
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In all these procedures the transferred tendon is suture to
extensor expansion. These procedures take longer surgical
time, meticulous surgical technique and very good
postoperative re-education is required. Complications like
median nerve compression4, stiffness of fingers, FDS
minus deformity, under correction are quite high.

Zancolli’s transfer and most of the procedures including
those of Bunnell’s2 , Riordan19, Brand’s6 and Antia’s18

has the disadvantage of producing swan neck deformity.
Our study did not report any swan neck deformity in
fingers.

CONCLUSION

Zancolli lasso procedure for ulnar claw hand is a simple
procedure and can be performed even in peripheral
centers as the technique is simple and it does not require
extensive re-education and simple physiotherapy. This
procedure was more successful in restoring grip strength.
Early surgery and less extensor lag gives excellent results.
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Surgical management of lumbar spinal stenosis
Ronald Menezes, Terence D L Dsouza

ABSTRACT

Introduction : Lumbar spinal stenosis is one among the most frequently encountered clinically important degenerative spinal
disorders. Though most meta-analyses (including Cochrane reviews) report that surgical decompression is more beneficial
than conservative management in short term follow up studies, the mid-term & long term outcomes of decompressive surgery
on relief of pain and disability in degenerative lumbar spinal stenosis still remain unclear. This study aims at finding out the
functional outcomes of surgical decompression in lumbar spinal stenosis at 3 months, 6 months and 1 year follow up periods.

Material & methods: After surgical decompression for lumbar spinal stenosis, 33 patients were followed up at an interval of 3
months, 6months and 1 year. Patients  had either undergone laminectomy/laminotomy and decompression or
microdecompression. During each follow up functional assessment was done using JOA score. Recovery rate was calculated
at each follow up.

Results: Functional outcome following decompressive surgery for lumbar spinal stenosis significantly improved as the duration
following surgery increased upto 6 months and was sustained thereafter till 1 year of follow up.

On comparison of pre-op and post operative JOA scores at 3 months using wilcoxon signed rank test for non parametric data,
p value was <0.001 which meant outcomes were extremely significant for symptoms including radiating pain, claudication
distance, SLRT, bladder symptoms, lifting weights and running after surgical decompression.

There was no statistically significant difference in the recovery rate at 3 months, 6months and 1 year for different age groups,
either of sex and for duration of presenting symptoms in both group I(laminectomy/laminotomy & decompression) and group II
(microdecompression).

Conclusion: Lumbar decompressive surgery either laminectomy/laminotomy decompression or microdecompression both are
beneficial for patients diagnosed with LSS.

The functional outcome using JOA score and recovery rate increases upto 6 months and remains same thereafter.

Age, gender or duration of symptoms have no significant influence on the recovery rate following either laminectomy / laminotomy
& decompression or microdecompression at 3 months, 6 months and 1 year of follow-up.

Dr Ronald Menezes, Associate Professor,
Dr. Terence Derryl L Dsouza, Postgraduate Resident,
Department Of Orthopedic surgery, Father Muller Medical College,
Mangalore-575002
terencedsza@gmail.com

Original Article

Figure 1  Laminar foraminotomy

Figure 2 : Wide laminectomy and discectomy
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INTRODUCTION

Lumbar spinal stenosis is one among the most frequently
encountered clinically important degenerative spinal
disorders, emerging to be a significant health care issue
owing to the increasing longevity of our population and
a continually rising proportion of middle aged and elderly
patients. This increasingly prevalent diagnosis is handled
in a biased manner by most clinicians as the decision to
operate is influenced more by clinical experience than
by a proven study.

The argument for surgical decompression in lumbar
spinal stenosis is based on the logic that if left alone it
would progress causing profound functional limitation
to the patient.

However considering the progressive nature of the
disease it may still be associated with a 40% poor
outcome despite surgical intervention.

Though most meta-analyses (including Cochrane
reviews) report that surgical decompression is more
beneficial than conservative management in short term
follow up studies, the mid-term & long term outcomes of
decompressive surgery on relief of pain and disability in
degenerative lumbar spinal stenosis still remain unclear.
This study aims at finding out the functional outcomes

of surgical decompression in
lumbar spinal stenosis at 3
months, 6 months and 1 year
follow up periods.

MATERIAL AND
METHODS

Adult patients with lumbar
spinal stenosis selected after a
pre-op MRI fulfilling all inclusion
criteria undergoing surgical
decompression at Father Muller
Medical College Hospital were

evaluated and assessed post-operatively using JOA
(Japanese Orthopaedic Association) scoring system.

Totally 35 patients were included in the study out of which
2 were excluded due to failure to follow up.

Among the 33 patients, 22 patients underwent
laminectomy/ laminotomy and decompression (group I)
while 11 patients underwent microdecompression (group
II). Similar standard of care was offered to all patients.

Surgical procedure was carried out after lumbar canal
stenosis either central or lateral canal stenosis was
confirmed using MRI scan.

Patients were assessed at 3 months, 6months and 1 year
post operatively using modified JOA score.

Following criteria were used to include the patients for
the study:

• Age > 30 years

• Acquired degenerative type of lumbar spinal stenosis

• Spinal canal stenosis due to disc herniation both
central and far lateral

•  Single level/multiple level stenosis

•  Central/ lateral canal stenosis.

Following patients were not included in this study:

• Congenital/ developmental Lumbar spinal stenosis.

Figure 3a & 3b: MRI showing spinal stenosis due to disc prolapse
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• Lumbar spinal stenosis associated with
spondylolisthesis.

• Previous back surgery.

• Patients lost during follow up.

Recovery rate:

The recovery rate of the patients following treatment was
calculated by using the description of Hirabayashi et al.
(1981)1.

Recovery rate (%) =
Post Op JOA score – Pre Op JOA score

               ×100

Pre-operative JOA score

Grading Recovery Rate

Excellent >90%

Good 75-89%

Fair 50-74%

Poor d”49%.

RESULTS

At 3 months of follow up 21.2% (n=7) patients had an
excellent outcome while 57.6% (n=19) had a good
outcome with 12% (n=4) showing fair outcome and only
9%(n=3) having poor outcome following surgery.  This
statistics improved when 39.4% (n=13) patients had an
excellent outcome with 45.5% (n=15) having a good
outcome at 6 months follow up following decompressive
surgery. Functional outcome improved as the duration
since surgery increased upto 6 months and was sustained
thereafter till 1 year of follow up.

On comparison of pre-op and post operative JOA scores
at 3 months using wilcoxon signed rank test for non

parametric data, p value was <0.001 which meant
outcomes were extremely significant for symptoms
including radiating pain, claudication distance, SLRT,
bladder symptoms, lifting weights and running post
operatively .

There was no statistically significant difference in the
recovery rate at 3 months, 6months and 1 year for different
age groups, either of sex and for duration of presenting
symptoms in both Group I and Group II.

DISCUSSION

Using JOA score, in our study  there is significant
improvement in functions at 6 months compared to that
at  3 months. This finding is comparable to the results of
Anne and Denzler et al2 who concluded that post
operative improvement in symptoms is maximum till 2
months post operative and remains static thereafter and
the study conducted by Nath et al3 which concluded that
JOA scores improved significantly in the post operative
period till 1 year and then remained static thereafter.

The failure to relieve symptoms in 9% patients (poor
outcome) could be attributed to inadequate
decompression or widespread degeneration, multiple
level stenosis or as wide laminectomy was not
supplemented with fusion.

Parameters of JOA score:

Post operative improvement is highly significant(P
value<0.001) for leg pain, claudication distance, lifting
weights, SLRT, running and for bladder symptoms and
significant and for improvement in motor deficits (p value
<0.05).

There was no significant difference for symptoms
including back pain, sensory deficits, sitting for about 1
hour, standing up, leaning forwards, washing face and
turning in bed post operatively.
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Low back pain 1 None (3) 3 9.0% 9 27.00%

2 Occ. mild (2) 8 24.0% 22 66.00%

3 Freq/mild (1) 13 39.0% 2 6.00%

4 Conti (0) 9 27.0% 0 0.00%

Leg pain 1 None (3) 26 78.00%

2 Mild (2) 1 3.0% 6 18.00%

3 Freq mild (1) 9 27.0% 1 3.00%

4 Freq Severe (0) 23 69.0% 0 0.00%

Gait 1 Normal (3) 0 23 69.00%

2 Able >500 (2) 3 9.0% 9 27.00%

3 Unable > 500 (1) 4 42.0% 1 3.00%

4 < 100m (0) 16 48.0% 0 0.00%

SLRT 1 > 70(2) 17 51.0% 30 90.00%

2 30-70 (1) 15 45.0% 3 9.00%

3 <30 (0) 1 3.0% 0 0.00%

Motor 1 5/5 (2) 8 24.0% 31 93.00%

2 4/5 (1) 2 63.0% 2 6.00%

3 0-6 (0) 4 12.0% 0 0.00%

Sensory 1 None (3) 3 9.0% 12 36.00%

2 Slight Dist (1) 17 51.0% 21 63.00%

3 Marked (0) 13 39.0% 0 0.00%

Standing up 1 No Rest (2) 12 36.0% 31 98.00%

2 Mod Restrict (1) 20 60.6% 2 6.00%

3 Severe (0) 1 3.0% 0 0.00%

Washing face 1 No Rest (2) 10 30.0% 31 93.00%

2 Mod Restrict (1) 19 57.5% 2 6.00%

3 Severe (0) 4 12.0% 0 0.00%

Pre-operative
No.    percentage

Post-operative
No.    percentage

Table 1: JOA score
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Leaning forward 1 No rest (2) 9 27.0% 29 87.80%

2 Mod restrict (1) 15 45.0% 4 12.00%

3 Severe (0) 9 27.0% 0 0.00%

Turning in bed 1 No rest (2) 14 42.0% 32 96.00%

2 Mod restrict (1) 17 51.1% 1 3.00%

3 Severe (0) 2 6.0% 0 0.00%

Sitting for
about 1 hour 1 No rest (2) 10 30.0% 25 87.00%

2 Mod restrict (1) 18 54.0% 3 9.00%

3 Severe (0) 5 15.0% 1 3.00%

Lifting weights 1 No rest (2) 5 15.0% 12 36.00%

2 Mod restrict (1) 8 60.0% 19 57.00%

3 Severe (0) 20 24.0% 2 6.00%

Running 1 No rest (2) 5 15.0% 20 60.00%

2 Mod restrict (1) 10 30.0% 12 36.00%

3 Severe (0) 18 54.0% 1 3.00%

Urinary bladder 0 Normal 29 87.0% 33 100.00%

-3 Mild dysuria 4 12.0% 0 0.00%

-6 Severe dysuria 0 0.0% 0 0.00%

This finding is supported by previous studies by Ganz et
al4 and Tenhula et al45 which suggest that leg pain
improved significantly following surgical decompression
while there was no significant improvement in back pain.

Age, sex distribution & duration of symptoms:

Age and sex had no bearing on the functional outcome
in either of the groups at 3 months, 6 months and 1 year.
This is in contradiction to the study done by Thornes et
al6 suggesting poor outcome of surgical decompression
in patients above 65 years. However ragab et al7 in their
review of 118 patients concluded that advancing age
does not decrease patient satisfaction or return to
activities.

Our study also conflicts with the results of the study by
M. Mariconda et al8 and Herron et al9 which predict
female sex as the main parameter that worsened global
outcome.

As per our study the duration of any symptom listed in
the JOA score has no statistically significant influence
on the functional outcome following decompressive
surgery.

Radcliff et al45 concluded that in patients with symptom
duration >1yr improvement in functional status was less
while Sigmundsson et al10 suggested that duration of leg
pain > 2 yrs predicted a poor outcome following
decompressive surgery.

This finding in our study could be attributed to less
number of patients with chronic duration of symptoms
ranging for more than 3 years who would worsen the
overall functional outcome of the study.

CONCLUSION

Lumbar decompressive surgery either laminectomy/
laminotomy decompression or microdecompression both
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are beneficial for patients diagnosed with lumbar spinal
stenosis.

The functional outcome using JOA score and recovery
rate increases upto 6 months and remains same thereafter
upto 1 year of follow up.

Age, gender or duration of symptoms have no significant
influence on the recovery rate following either
laminectomy / laminotomy & decompression or
microdecompression at 3 months, 6 months and 1 year
of follow-up.
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Unstable proximal femoral fractures of thetrochanteric region in the elderly comprise an increasing workload for

the trauma surgeon as the ageing population increases. This study aims to evaluate use of the cephallomedullary nail (proximal

femoral nail) in this group with regard to mortality risk, complication rates and final outcome.

Methods: Retrospective evaluation of 54 patients aged over 65 years who were treated byproximal femoral nailing for proximal

femoral fractures and were available for follow up for a minimum period of one year are included in this study.

Results: Over two-thirds of patients were high anaesthetic risk (ASA > 3) with ischemic heartdisease the most common risk

factor, although anaemia was the most prevalent comorbidity. We did not include pathological fractures in this study. Of these

54patients treated by proximal femoral nailing for unstable intertrochanteric fractures, 7 patients died within 3 months of

surgery, 4 more died within a year after surgery. 4 patients required further surgery for implant related failure.  Of the remaining

(39/54) patients, majority could live at home with no or minimal support and the injury was not considered as a burden, though

it had affected the pre-injury status. However, only 8 (15%) managed to achieve mobility without walking aids after surgery and

were able to move out of the house independently.

Conclusion: Favourable fixation of unstable complex femoral fractures in the elderly populationcan be achieved with the

proximal femoral nail. Minimal trauma to the tissues during the surgical procedure, less operating time helps the elderly

recover fast. Most of the complications are related to the associated co-morbidity than the fracture and surgery.

Original Article

Proximal femoral fractures in the elderly managed
by proximal femoral nailing
Nithin Nazareth, Harsharaj K., Edward L. Nazareth
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INTRODUCTION

The proximal femoral nail is a cannulated, stainless steel
second generation cephalomedullary device. The original
Russell-Taylor nail which was designed for simultaneous
basicervical and diaphyseal injuries of the femur is now
modified and is extensively used for unstable
intertrochanteric fractures.4,6.

We report our experience with the use of proximal femoral
nail in unstable intertrochanteric fractures in the elderly
population with or without involvement of the proximal
femur. Our aim was to assess the role of proximal femoral
nail with regards to complications, mortality, re-
operations and outcome for unstable inter-trochanteric
fractures in the elderly.

METHODS

Over a three year period 54 patients over 65 years of
age with unstable intertrochanter fractures were treated
by proximal femoral nail fixation (PFN).Indications for
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the PFN included unstable per-trochanteric fractures
with or withoutdiaphyseal extension and subtrochanteric
fractures. The pathological or impending fractures of
the proximal femur due to pathology were not included
in this study.

All patients with unstable intertrochanter fractures were
treated using the short proximal femoral nail (240mm)
and the long proximal femoral nail was used for
subtrochanteric femur fractures. Only these patients
were included in the study. All procedures were
performed at our hospital by orthopaedic surgeons of
differing experience and seniority. Data relating to
patient demographics including co-morbidity,
anaesthetic risk rating and injury mechanism were
collected retrospectively. Fractures were classified using

the Boyd and Griffin’s classification system.
Only type III and type IV unstable fractures
were included in the study.

Most fractures were treated by closed
reduction methods using a traction table
under fluoroscopic guidance. However,
mini-open techniques and cerclage wiring
was performed for selected fracture types,
mainly of subtrochanter types that were

irreducible using standard closed techniques. Patients
were made to sit on the edge of the bed within two to
three days depending on the pain tolerance. Patients were
kept either non-ambulatory or non-weight bearing walker
moblization depending on the compliance and upper
body strength; most of the elderly patients were preferred
to be kept non-weight bearing as their compliance, bone
quality were not satisfactory. Caution was chosen over
enthusiasm.

Patients were gradually made to bear weight once there
was radiological evidence of healing. Most of the patients
were able to bear weight within 10 to 12 weeks after
surgery.The time taken for ambulation and full weight
bearing varied (Table 1), however, most of the patients

1a 1b 1c 1d

Figure 1a &1b : Pre-operative Xrays
Figure 1c &1d : Immediate post-operative Xrays

Figure 1e &1f : Follow up Xrays at 1 year
showing good fracture healing

1e 1f
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were able to bear full weight by 20 weeks. Except for
varus collapse, our patients did not have any other issues
related to fracture healing.

Operative duration, peri-operative and postoperative
complications were assessed. Pre-operative mobility was
assessed on admission from a thorough history and
compared to the post-operative mobility gained.(Table
2)

RESULTS

54 patients over 65 years of age (mean: 73 years, range
61– 86 years) with unstable inter-trochanter fractures
treated by proximal femoral nail were included. There
were 33 female and 21 male patients in the cohort. All
the fractures were a consequence of low energy falls. We
did not include pathological fractures due to metastatic
deposits in this study as their outcome would be affected
by the pre-existing disease, pathological fractures due to

malignancy would not heal and the results cannot be
compared with non-malignant patients.

Anaesthetic risk, as graded by the criteria of American
Society of Anaesthesiologists, was high (median ASA
grade 3 in 67%) as the majority of patients had co-
morbidities. Ischaemic heart disease, diabetes mellitus
and hypertension were the most common associated
medical condition. 16% patients had chronic respiratory
diseases such as chronic bronchitis or emphysema.

Anaemia was a common problem in our patients, but as
it is didnot pose a risk for anaesthesia as it was corrected
before surgery. There were 66.6% (22 of 33) female and
28.5% (6 of 21) male patients were anaemic and required
pre-operative blood transfusion to correct the anaemia
to the optimal level. 6 of the female patients and 2 of the
male patients needed post-operative blood transfusion;
these were patients where operative time was more than
the average.

The mean operative duration was 85 minutes (range:
35–135 minutes), which reflected surgical experience,

2a

2b 2c

Figure 2a Pre-operative Xrays
Figure 2b &2c Immediate post-operative Xrays
Figure 2d &2e Follow up Xrays at 1 year showing good fracture healing

2d 2e
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problems associated with fracture reduction and intra
operative technical difficulties most commonly relating
to proximal locking. In 23/54 (42.5%) patients, intra-
operative difficulties were encountered.

11 of 54 patients (20.7%) died within a year of
surgery(13% within a month), most of these due to pre-
existing medical diseases. Some of these patients from
the rural areas were not able to receive medical
intervention in time and the relatives on enquiry informed
that the seniors just became sick and expired. However
there was no history suggestive of complications related
to surgery such as infection, pain at the fracture/operated
site.

3 patients developed wound infection one was a
superficial wound infection that settled with antibiotics
while the other 2 patients required surgical
debridement.These two patients had prolonged operative
time, fixation was not satisfactory and these are two of
the four patients who had repeat surgery for implant
related complications.

Additional surgery was necessary in 4 patients (7.5%).
One patient had implant failure at 12 months due to non-
union which was treated by exchange reconstruction
nailing and the fracture united uneventfully subsequently.
3 patients required proximal locking screw removal, 2
for “backout” causing impingement symptoms (Reversed

“Z” effect), and 1 for proximal migration into the hip
joint (“Z” effect) which was identified on serial
radiographs and removed before it migrated into the
pelvis.

72% of patients (39/54) could live at home with no or
minimal support and the injury was not considered as a
burden, though it had affected the pre-injury status.
However, only 8 (15%) managed to achieve mobility

without walking aids after surgery and were able to move
out of the house (community ambulation).

DISCUSSION

Non operative management of pertrochanteric fractures
was practiced prior to introduction of fixation devices.

In the elderly patient this approach was fraught with high
complication and mortality rates.7 Operative treatment

3a 3b

3c

3d 3e

Figure 3a, b: Pre operative X-rays

Figure 3c Immediate post-operative Xray
showing poor fixation
Figure 3d &3e Follow up Xrays showing

implant failure
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Table 1: Post-operative ambulation

Duration Non weight bearing Partial weight bearing Full weight bearing

 8 to 10 weeks 15  21 3

11 to 15 weeks 5 16 18

16 to 20 weeks 2 2 35

Table 2: Comparision of pre-operative and post-operative activity

Activity Pre-operative(pre-injury) Post-operative

Community(without support) 23 8

Community(with support) 4  21

Domestic(Without support) 8 4

Domestic(With support) 4 6

of these fractures in the elderly allowed early rehabilitation
and the best chance for functional recovery.

The implants for fixation of pertrochanteric fractures have
evolved from fixed angle nail plate devices to the widely
used newer generation cephalomedullary nails. The
sliding hip screw is a tried and tested device for fixation
of these fractures with excellent results reported.7In
unstable and reverse oblique intertrochanteric fractures,
the intramedullary devices have an advantage of being
load sharing with smaller bending moments as their
position is closer to the mechanical axis of the femur as
compared to the sliding hip screw. Intramedullary devices
have a shorter lever arm and have reduced tensile strain
on the implant reducing the risk of implant failure Various
intramedullary devices have been used for fixation of
these fractures – Ender’s nail, the Russell Taylor
reconstruction nail, the Gamma nail, proximal femoral
nail and the AMBI nail. Studies comparing the gamma
nail and sliding hip screw have found higher incidence
of complications and re-operation rates with the gamma
nail and no difference in long term functional
outcomes.8Most perioperative complications while using
the Gamma nail were related to poor technique. The
advantages with the Gamma nail were early mobilisation
and full weight bearing.9  The surgical technique with the

Russell Taylor reconstruction nail has been known to be
demanding with high post-operative complications.6

Studies where the Proximal Femoral Nail (PFN) were
used cited high intra-operative and post-operative
complications. The PFN was also associated with high
reoperation rates.10,11 However, the intramedullary nails
are better implants for unstable reverse oblique fractures
while the sliding hip screw is better for stable inter-
trochanteric fractures.1 No difference between the
Gamma nail and the PFN were seen in terms of fracture
healing, re-operation and mortality rates.12 Shorter
operating times, fewer blood transfusion and shorter
hospital stay have been found while using intramedullary
nails as compared to the 95 fixed angle screw plate for
unstable intertrochanteric fractures. Intramedullary nails
have been advocated for reverse oblique fracture of the
intertrochanteric region in the elderly.13 A prospective
randomised trail comparing different intramedullary nails
for treatment of pertrochanteric fractures concluded that
the AMBI nail was the gold standard while the PFN had
the most complications and longest operation times.14

The general consensus in literature is that the sliding hip
screw is superior for fixation of stable intertrochanteric
fractures while the intramedullary nails are best reserved
for the unstable and reverse oblique variety.
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The patient cohort in our study demonstrated features
typical of their demographic group including highinjuries.
This implant provided the opportunity for early
mobilisation although most patients did not return to their
pre-injury level of independence or mobility immediately
after the surgery. The reconstruction nail used had the
biomechanical benefits of intramedullary fixation
compared to extramedullary techniques.2 However,
implant-related failures did occur and revision surgery
was required at levels consistent with other studies.4,6

Actual mechanical failure of the nail occurred in two
patients who developed a non-union leading to implant
failure. This group differs markedly from the younger adult
population who generally sustain higher energy trauma
and multiple injuries for which the conventional
management for complex proximal femoral fracture is
intramedullary fixation. The frailty of the elderly
undoubtedly predisposes this group to high perioperative
mortality rate due to poorer physiological reserve.

The proximal femoral nail provided satisfactory fixation
in the majority of elderly patients with complex and
unstable proximal femoral fractures

A more common event was migration of the oblique
proximal interlocking screw. This may arise due to the
poor bone density of the femoral head which limited
screw purchase and reflects one of the many problems
associated with fixation in elderly, osteoporotic bone.3

Migration of the interlocking screws occurs within the
nail as these do not secure rigidly within the device itself
and is described in the literature as “Z” effect (Proximal
migration of the proximal screw) and the “Reversed Z”
effect (Distal migration of the proximal screw).11, 15

We found use of this implant to be technically challenging
resulting in highly variable and long operating times
particularly for the less experienced surgeons. Although
this places high physiological demands on frail, elderly
patients with comorbidities who are already at high
mortality risk from their injury16 the PFN nail aided early
rehabilitation of function and reduced the morbidity
associated with prolonged immobilization. Though the
patients were non-weight bearing, avoiding recumbency
has significant role in recovery and especially in avoiding
the complications related to prolonged immoblization of
the limb as well as the patient. The intra-operative and
post-operative complications, re-operation and mortality
rates in our study were lesser than that were encountered
in studies where other devices (DHS, Gamma nail,
Trochanteric Gamma nails) were used.

Figure 4a Immediate post-operative Xray showing poor fixation
Figure 4b Follow up Xrays showing implant failure(Reverse Z effect)

4a

4b
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Surgical management of proximal femur fractures in the
elderly is a challenging prospect as there is no ideal
fixation method. All fixation methods available are
fraught with complications, increased morbidity and
mortality. The PFN nail can be used as an intramedullary
fixation device for these fractures despite the
complications and mortality encountered in our study
which are significantly low compared to other studies.

CONCLUSION

The proximal femoral nail permitted adequate fixation
of unstable proximal femoral injuries in the elderly group
studied. Favourable fixation of unstable complex femoral
fractures in the elderly populationcan be achieved with
the proximal femoral nail. Minimal trauma to the tissues
during the surgical procedure, less operating time helps
the elderly people recover fast. This procedure was
associated with inherent mortality and complications.
Most of the complications are related to the associated
morbidity rather than the fracture and surgery.
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INTRODUCTION

Supracondylar fracture of the humerus is the most
frequent type of elbow fractures in children.1 Nonunion
of the lateral humeral condyle, cubitus varus, cubitus
valgus and fishtail deformity are rare complications of
these injuries. Fishtail deformity is a well known
complication from radial condyle fractures,7 but have
been described as a consequence of nearly any fractures
involving the distal humerus in children.2 This includes
supracondylar fractures, T-condylar fractures of the distal
humeral condyles and fractures of the ulnar condyle. The
deformity can occur even with absent or minimal
displacement of the fracture fragments.5 The fishtail
deformity becomes radiologically visible as a
characteristic form of the distal end of the humerus at
the beginning of ossification of the trochlea between the
age of 7 and 8 years.4 Pathologic studies explained the
aetiology of the deformity either by partial growth arrest
of the epiphysis3 or by vascular injury.6,8,9

Case Report

Fish tail deformity following a Gartland’s type 1
supracondylar  fractures of humerus
M. Shantharam Shetty, M.Ajith Kumar, Yogesh.K

CASE REPORT

An young boy aged 11 years presented to our institute
with pain in the elbow while lifting heavy objects. At the
age of six, he had sustained a non-displaced
supracondylar fracture of the left humerus as per the
radiographs in his possession. It was treated with a cast
and subsequent mobilization elsewhere. There was no
history of re-trauma. Patient had no obvious deformity
and had complete range of motion at the elbow joint.
On the radiograph a fishtail deformity was evident.

DISCUSSION

We report the case of a fishtail deformity of the distal
humerus seen in a 11-year old boy, five years after a
non-displaced supracondylar fracture. Fishtail deformity
is a very rare complication of fractures of the distal
humerus in children, mostly seen after fractures of the
lateral condyle. The deformity is extremely rare after non-
displaced fractures of the end of the humerus. There are
only a few cases reported in literature. In 1984 Morrissy
and Wilkins5 reported 5 cases of complications which
consisted of dissolution of a variable portion of the
trochlea noted at different time intervals after the fracture,
including one non-displaced supracondylar fracture. In
that study the severity of the fracture did not correlate
with the severity of the post-traumatic fishtail deformity.
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ABSTRACT

A case of a fishtail deformity of the distal humerus seen in a 11-year old boy, five years after a non-displaced supracondylar

fracture is reported. Fishtail deformity is a very rare complication of fractures of the distal humerus in children, mostly seen after

fractures of the lateral condyle.
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Studies of the microcirculation of the distal end of the
humerus,8 surgical observations8,9 and MRI findings
suggest vascular compromise as an explanation for this
defect. Yang et al8 have reported on the vascular supply
to the distal end of the humerus. The vessels in the
epiphyseal cartilage are end arteries and there is no
communication between the ossification centers of the
capitellum and the trochlea. Disruption of these vessels
might disturb the growth of the epiphyseal cartilage. In
some cases described in the literature, avascular necrosis
was evident in combination with fishtail deformity.2  In
our case the fracture healed in a non-displaced position,
and no primary or secondary displacement was seen.
The deformity may thus also develop over time in non-
displaced, well healed fractures. Considering the mild
initial trauma, partial arrest of epiphyseal growth appears
as an unlikely pathogenic mechanism. Most features lend
support to the vascular hypothesis. In the case reported
here, the boy presented to our clinic only because of pain,
five years after the initial trauma. Because of the
possibility of developing this deformity it is necessary to
be aware of the possibility of a fishtail deformity if pain
or loss of elbow motion occur in a child after any fracture
involving the distal humerus.
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Figure 1 & 2: Pre operative X- ray Figure 3 : X- ray showing  fishtail deformity
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ABSTRACT

A man aged 36 years  presented with bilateral hip pain and limp of 9 months duration, gradually progressed to  rest pain and

inability to squat.  He was treated with NSAIDs and steroids by local physician. On examination, both the hip joints were tender,

right was more than the left . The movements were more restricted on the left side with abduction deformity. The x ray showed

increased density (L>R) in subchondral region of femoral head, >50%  segmental collapse in left hip, with regional osteoporosis.

The hematological evaluation showed high triglyceride levels, anaemia with raised uric acid.

He was treated by skin traction and muscle strengthening exercises with zolendronic acid 5mg intravenous infusion, balanced

diet, calcium, iron and methylcobalamine supplementation. Patient was discharged at 4th week.

The serial x rays revealed improvement in osteoporosis and disappearance of acetabular osteophyte and improvent in density

of weight bearing areas. Rebuilding of vertical trabaculae were seen. The sphericity of the head was maintained. MRI on 14th

month showed revascularization of trabaculae with maintainance of articular cartilage without hyperinsity in T2 images. Triglycerides

and uric acid level normalised by appropriate oral medication.

Avascular necrosis of hip is the result of vascular insult due to many causes. In this patient contributing factors were tobacco

chewing, persistent hypertriglyceridemia, hyperurecimia. All these have probably

resulted in endothelial damage of vessels supplying the hip joint in particular.

We report a case of bilateral avascular necrosis of femoral head with grade 2

and 3 changes managed conservatively.  It gave good results as assessed by

Harris hip score.

Key words: AVN, Corticosteroids, Bisphosphonates, physiotherapy, diet

modification.

Case Report
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Figure 1: Pelvis with both hips AP-
showing avascular necrosis
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CASE REPORT

History

A man aged 36 years who was on medication from his
family physician for pain in  both the hip joints for the
past  9 months presented to us with pain in the left hip
more than right hip with referred pain to knee and medial
aspect of thigh. The pain was insidious in onset and
gradually had progressed.  The patient had limp and was
walking with support of a cane. The pain used to
aggravate on standing, walking and on climbing stairs
and relieved by rest hip. His left pain was not relieved
even at rest. There was no history of night pain.

The patient was prescribed NSAIDS and steroids by
family doctor. Then he was referred to an orthopaedician
who suggested  total joint arthroplasty of left hip and
core decompression of right hip. He moved to our
hospital for treatment as the treatment suggested was
not affordable for him. He was consuming tobacco for
more than 20 years; he was on regular non vegetarian
diet. The patient is non alcoholic. He had no noticeable
weight loss in recent past. He had stopped working due
to pain in the hip joints.

Physical examination

The left hip was more tender than the right hip.  There
was wasting of muscles on the left thigh. Active straight
leg raising produced pain on left hip more than on  right
hip.

The movements of left hip were painful, restricted in all
ranges with severe restriction in abduction and internal
rotation.

Investigations

Radiograph revealed left hip anterolateral segmental
collapse with subchondral  sclerosis with involvement of
50% of head. Right hip had metaphyseal lucency with
sclerosis. This reports lead to the diagnosis of bilateral
AVN left  more than the right. Blood investigations

revealed borderline anemia  and hypertriglyceridemia.

Treatment

The patient was admitted and skin traction with 3 Kgs of
weight was applied to both the lower limbs. The hip
stretching exercises, strengthening exercises, passive and
active movements with resistance exercises, quadriceps
and hamstring exercises, along with upper limb exercises
were given. Patient also received zolendronic acid 5mg
i.v. infusion during hospitalization. Patient was
discharged after 3 weeks advising to have balanced diet,
to continue same exercises at home and to attend his
routine work. He was also advised calcium, iron, vitamin
D3, methylcobalmin supplementation.

Follow up

At two month’s follow up, the patient had significant
improvement in the range of movements; patient was
not limping anymore. The triglycerides level without
Clofibrates touched base line, anaemia improved.

Serial monthly x rays of both hips and pelvis and both
hips lateral view were taken which revealed reduction in
lucency and sclerosis of both femoral head with
rebuilding of trabecular pattern with improvement in
osteoporosis and disappearance of acetabular
osreophyte. Rebuilding of vertical trabaculae were also
seen. Sphericity was maintained. MRI on 14th month
showed revascularization of trabaculae with
maintainance of articular cartilage without hyperinsity
in T2 images.

DISCUSSION

Avascular necrosis is characterized by osseous cell death
due to vascular compromise. AVN of bone results
generally from corticosteroid use, trauma, SLE,
pancreatitis, alcoholism, gout, radiation, sickle cell
disease, infiltrative [Goucher’s] disease and Caisson
disease. Most commonly affected site is femoral head.
The possible causes in this case were corticosteroid use
after subsequent allergic reaction to flu vaccination and
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trauma due to the fall.7,8 Radiological features of
osteonecrosis generally involve collapse of the articular
cortex, fragmentation, mottled trabecular pattern,
sclerosis, subchondral cyst and/or subchondral fracture1.
This patient’s radiograph demonstrates the presence of
extensive osteonecrosis of left hip more than right hip
and articular congruity of right side is maintained. There
was left hip segmental collapse radiologically. In this case
rehabilitation has played vital role. No rest was advised
immediately he was back to his work after one month.
The goal of rehabilitation is to increase muscle strength,
stretching of contracted capsule and muscle, which
increases aerobic capacity and promote tissue
remodeling. Patient underwent comprehensive
rehabilitation exercises, weight bearing mobilization with
upper limb exercises. These exercises helped in
prevention of venous stasis which lead to increased

intraosseous vascularity.  Clinically range of motion
improvement was very fast and pain drastically came
down and limping improved.

Agarwalla et al have reported improvement in AVN hip
with Alendronate9. We used Zolendronic acid 5 mg as
single infusion. Agarwalla et al also showed improvement
in the clinical function, a reduction in the rate of collapse
and a decrease in the requirement for  total hip
replacement, compared with the  findings of other studies
in which no treatment was given. This improvement is
particularly marked if the treatment is begun in the pre-
collapse stages of the disease. Even in Ficat stage-III hips

Figure 3a MRI Pelvis with both hips post treatment

Figure 2a : MRI right hip grade 2 AVN Figure 2b: MRI left hip grade 3 AVN         Figure 2c: Segmental collapse left hip before treatment

Figure 2d : MRI Gadolinium enhanced both hip before treatment
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some benefit was obtained from treatment with
alendronate by at least a delay in the need for  total hip
replacement.10

CONCLUSION

Avascular necrosis of femoral head with grade 2 and
grade 3 were managed conservatively in this patient with
physiotherapy and bisphosphonates. This treatment has
given good results as assessed with Harris hip score.
Conservative modality of this kind may be considered
for patients of AVN grade 2 and 3. More studies are
needed to address the long term outcome considering
the age of the patient, extent of sclerosis. Periodic follow
up is essential in monitoring the integrity of femoral head
both clinically and radiologically.
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INTRODUCTION

Alkaptonuria is a rare  hereditary disorder of

phenylalanine and tyrosine metabolism. Most often
transmitted by an autosomal recessive gene,although few

cases of dominant hereditary transmission has been
reported. It occurs in 1 in 1 million population

worldwide, with equal sex distribution.1 The basic defect
is deficiency of  enzyme homogentisic acid oxidase

which is primarily produced in liver and kidneys.2  This

Ochronosis with rapidly  progressive hip arthropathy
Anbuchezhian P, Apoorv Jain, Sai Chandra M, Ajith Kumar M, Shantharam Shetty M

Case Report

ABSTRACT

Ochronosis is a musculoskeletal manifestation of  alkaptonuria after 3rd or 4th decade of life. Alkaptonuria is a rare inborn error

of  metabolism due to deficiency of homogentisic acid oxidase. Systemic abnormalities are due to deposits of  homogentisic

acid(HGA) pigment in connective tissues. Here, we  report a case of  a man aged 62 years, previously healthy and active, who

presented with severe left groin pain and restricted movements in the left hip. Radiological,ocular and ear manifestations were

suggestive of ochronosis. Disabling symptoms in left hip joint necessitated hip replacement which resulted in a satisfactory

functional outcome.
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enzymatic block results in the accumulation of HGA and
subsequent excretion of metabolite in urine.However,

as age advances renal clearance of HGA decreases and
accumulation of the polymerised metabolite in

connective tissues occurs. Pathognomonically urine turns
black when exposed to air,owing to gradual oxidation

of Homogentisic acid oxidase.3 Clinical manifestation
include blue to black discoloration of external ears and

tympanic membrane,black discoloration of the
cerumen,blue or black discoloration of sclera, malar

area,nose,axilla and groin.4,5 Prostatic and renal calculi
and pigment deposits in heart valves producing murmurs

may also be seen.

Figure 1 : Pre-operative  Xray Figure 2 : Pigmentation in ear
Figure 3 : Scleral pigmentation in both eyes
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CASE REPORT

A 62 years old gentleman, accountant by profession
presented with pain in left groin since 4 months which

was progressive and dull aching  in nature, relieved by
rest and aggravated by any  movements of the hip. No

limb length discrepancy was seen. This  affected his
activities of daily living with inability to squat or sit cross

legged onto floor. Examination of left hip showed
restriction of hip movements in all directions. The  X-

ray of pelvis with both hips showed left hip secondary
osteoarthritis with gross deformation of femoral head,

with sclerosed marigns  over  pubis and ischium and
narrowing of joint space of sacroiliac joint. The X-ray

of lumbosacral  spine showed intra -discal
calcification.On thorough clinical examination he had

black pigmentation in
both sclera,both pinna.

Urine homogentisic acid
test was positive and on

addition of 10% sodium
hydroxide,urine turned

black in seconds. We
made  a diagnosis of

ochronosis with severe
involvement of left hip

joint and suggested
cementless total hip

arthroplasty for left hip as treatment to the patient.

Intraoperatively, there was black pigmentation in femoral

head, acetabulum and surrounding synovium and
capsule.Thorough debridement of  joint was made and

uncemented toal hip replacement was done.Post-op
period was uneventfull.

DISCUSSION

Alkaptunuria patients  become symptomatic only after

they develop arthropathy in major joints like hip,knee
and shoulder.They are usually unaware of

alkaptunuria,leading a normal life till they become
crippled  by  rapidly progressive arthropathy,spontaneous

tendoachilles or quadriceps tendon ruptures.6,7 In
advanced cases full thickness

erosion of  articular cartilage  down
to subchondral bone occurs.8

Ochronotic  pigment  has got
increased affinity for fibrillary

collagens, mucopolysaccharide
ground substance accumulation

and decrease in the collagen cross
linkage would enhance

vulnerability of  articular cartilage
to stress and shearing injury.8

Figure 4 :  Head of femur removed during surgery

Figure 5: Immediate post operative X-ray Figure 6: 1 month follow up X-ray
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Chronic microtruma causes degeneration of major
weight bearing joints.Brittleness of articular cartilage

leads to fragmentation of cartilage,which breaks away
and  becomes embedded in synovium and starts a non-

specific synovitis that leads to hypertrophic black
synovium.9

Ochronosis patients are to be treated with  protein
restricted diet and avoid phenylalanine and tyrosine

containing foods such  as meat,cottage cheese and
wheat.vitamin C, 1 gm daily is usefull  in reduction of

arthropathy symptoms .

Drugs like Nitisinone, inhibitor of hydroxy-

phenylpyruvate dioxygenase has been found usefull in
treatment of  Ochronosis and this needs further

reasearch. There is no specific treatment for alkaptunuria
but few studies have shown liver transplantation to

provide complete relief from alkaptunuria and there is
further scope for further research in the same area.10

Enzyme replacement with Homogentisic acid oxidase
can  provide permanent solution in near future.
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INTRODUCTION

Gorham’s disease is a rare osteolytic musculoskeletal
disorder reported in only 200 cases. Occurs in any age,
but commonly less than 40 years with no sex
predilection.1 Exact etiology is unknown. Usually presents
as progressive painful swelling or as pathological fracture.
Any bone, but usually of pelvic and shoulder girdle are
involved. Exclusive femur involvement is rare and was
seen in 24 cases. Diagnosis is usually difficult and is by
clinical correlation, x-ray findings, exclusion of other
causes and confirmed by histopathology. We are
reporting a middle aged male, who presented with
pathological fracture of the distal femur.

Case Report

A rare case of Gorham’s disease in distal femur
Mahesh S. Shetty, Mayur Rai K, Umananda Mallya, Karthik Raj K,

ABSTRACT

Gorham’s disease is a rare musculoskeletal disorder which causes progressive osteolysis and is characterized by massive

bone destruction due to non-malignant proliferation of vascular elements along with a great number of osteoclasts. Only about

200 cases have been reported ever since Gorham first described it. Precise etiology of the disease is unknown. It can involve

males or females of any age, but usually diagnosed before 40 years of age. Bones formed by intramembranous ossifications are

commonly involved. Femur involvement was seen in 24 cases only. Our case was a 31 year male who presented as supracondylar

fracture of femur. Diagnosis is by exclusion. Radiological and histological findings confirm the diagnosis. Spontaneous regression

has been reported. No standard therapy is available. Surgery and radiotherapy are the standard modalities of treatment.

Recently, chemotherapy with anti-osteoclastic and  angiogenesis inhibitors are used.

Key-words : Gorham’s disease, musculoskeletal disorder, osteolysis.
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CASE  REPORT

A man aged 31 years was admitted in our hospital with
history of trivial injury following which he developed pain
and swelling in the lower part of right thigh and was not
able to stand up after injury. On physical examination,
there was swelling, tenderness and deformity in the lower
third of right thigh. No distal neuro-vascular deficit was
found.

The X-Ray right femur with knee showed displaced
supracondylar fracture of right femur with intra-articular
extension. Serum calcium, phosphorus, alkaline
phosphatase, prostrate specific antigen, abdomino-pelvis
sonography and other basic parameters were within
normal limits.

Diagnosis was displaced supracondylar fracture of right
femur with intra-articular extension; and open reduction
and internal fixation was planned. Under spinal
anesthesia, the fracture site was exposed. There was an
excavated, soft, friable bone with lytic lesion, with an
excess amount of oozing from bone ends, which lead to
the suspicion of a pathological lesion. Hence, biopsy was
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taken from the diseased location and sent for
histopathology. The fracture was fixed with dynamic
condylar plate. Post-operative period was uneventful.

Histopathologic examination showed spicules of bone
with fatty marrow extending into fibrous connective
tissue. Many blood vessels were seen amidst the fibrous
tissue. There was no intervening osteoclastic activity. The
picture was consistent with the diagnosis of Gorham’s
disease.

DISCUSSION

Gorham’s disease was first reported in 1838 by Jackson.2

In 1955, Gorham and Stout described the clinical and
pathological manifestations of the disease as an osteolytic
process. It is characterized by vascular and sometimes
lymphatic proliferation along with osteoclasts leading to
bone resorption and replacement by fibrous and non-
neoplastic vascular tissue.3 It is a rare disease and only
about 200 cases are reported.

Any appendicular or axial skeletal bone can be involved
but preference is for those formed by intramembranous
ossifications such as the pelvis and the shoulder girdle.
The disease process is usually monostotic, but polyostotic
involvement occurs occasionally. Approximately, 40
cases have been reported with involvement of the upper
extremity, with only about 24 cases affecting the femur
exclusively. Richard in 1937, first reported a case with
exclusive femur involvement.

Clinical manifestations vary with the site of the lesion.
Some cases present with an abrupt and some with
insidious onset of pain, swelling, restriction of movements
and weakness of the affected limb. In our case, acute
pain and limitation of movements due to  pathologic
fracture was the presenting feature.

The eponyms are vanishing bone disease, phantom bone
disease, disappearing bone disease, idiopathic massive
osteolysis, massive osteolysis, progressive massive
osteolysis or Morbus Gorham-Stout disease.4

Etiopathogenesis is unknown. There is no evidence of
genetic transmission. Gorham suggested that trauma
could initiate angiogenesis which leads to local increase
in blood flow with resultant stasis and increased pH, thus
stimulating bone resorption.5 Devlin concluded that
increased osteoclastic activity [IL-6 increased upto 7
times] to be the causative factor.6 Hirayama related
cellular and humoral mechanism for osteoclastic activity
as he observed elevated thyroid T-cell activity and
calcitonin. Moller and his associates showed evidence
that increased number of stimulated  osteoclasts to be
the cause for osteolysis. Dickson and colleagues on acid
phosphatase cytochemistry suggested involvement of
mononuclear phagocytes, multi-nucleated osteoclasts and
vascular endothelium [macrophage colony stimulating
factor and receptor activated nuclear factor KB ligand]
in bone resorption.8

Histopathology of the involved bone shows a non-
malignant proliferation of thin-walled vessels;
may be capillary, sinusoidal or cavernous. In
late stages, massive osteolysis with
replacement of the osseous tissue by fibrous
tissue is seen.

The disease can spread from one location to
another and is not restricted by joints. This
results in regional osseous destruction.
Complications include chylothorax, pericardial
and pleural effusions due to extension from the

Figure 1 and 2 : X-ray right knee – AP / Lat view showing displaced supracondylar
fracture of the right femur.
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scapula, ribs or vertebral involvement.9 This can lead to
respiratory failure and death. Rarely, infection of bone
and septic shock can occur. Paraplegia can occur in
patients with vertebral involvement.

Diagnosis is usually by exclusion. All other causes of
osteolysis like metabolic, infections, endocrine,
immunologic or malignant conditions should be ruled
out. The standard laboratory blood tests are usually within
normal limits. Serum alkaline phosphatase may be
elevated slightly. In the study of radiographic findings in
patients with Gorham’s disease by Resnick, found
radiolucent foci in the intramedullary or subcortical
regions in the initial stages. Later stages showed
progressive atrophy, dissolution, fracture, fragmentation,
disappearance of portion of bone with tapering of the
remaining bone and soft tissue atrophy.10 Radio-isotope
bone scan and magnetic resonance imaging [MRI] results
are variable. Radioisotope bone scan may show
increased vascularity initially, and later decreased
uptake. T1-weighted-spin echo MRI may show uniformly
low signal intensity, while T2-weighted-spin echo images
show increased signal intensity in the affected bones.

No specific treatment is available. Natural history and
prognosis is unpredictable. Spontaneous regression is
observed in some patients. Generally, patients with
visceral and spinal involvement have poor prognosis.

Aim of the treatment is to prevent osteoclastic activity.
Currently, chemotherapy with  angiogenesis inhibitors
like alpha – 2b interferon, which also prevents IL-6
production and anti- osteoclastic agents like
bisphosphonates are available. Both have shown only
limited success. Surgery and radiotherapy remain the
main stay of treatment. Surgical management includes
resection of the lesion and reconstruction with bone
grafts or prosthesis in those with monostotic lesion. Bone
grafts may also be affected by the disease. For those with
multiple bone involvement, radiation therapy has been
used successfully.

In our case of monostotic involvement, fracture fixation
was done and was advised regular follow-up.

Figure  3, 4 and 5 : Histological appearance of the specimen
showed angiogenesis amidst fibrous tissue.
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INRODUCTION

Myositis ossificans is a well known benign ossifying
process occurring most commonly in the muscle or
sometimes in other soft tissues.1 Although myositis
ossificans is a relatively rare condition, it is well described
with characteristic clinical, radiological and pathological
features.2 The most affected are young athletes and the
quadriceps and hamstrings are said  to be commonly
affected in the lower limbs.3 About 80% of cases of
myositis ossificans arise in the large muscles of the
extremities, but unusual locations have been described.
There are various complications associated with this
condition such as limited range of motion, pain,
contractures, spasticity, and joint impairment with poor
rehabilitation results.

Case Report

Myositis ossificans of vastus intermedius
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ABSTRACT

Florid ossification, often called myositis ossificans which may occur in muscles and other soft tissues  is a pathologic bone

formation in soft tissues that do not normally ossify. An young lady  presented with complaints of swelling over the right thigh of

six months duration and pain in right thigh for the previous 3 months. There was a diffuse  swelling of about size 10cms x 10cms

over the antero-medial aspect of right thigh at middle 1/3rd. The swelling was bony hard in consistency, mobility present vertically

when quadriceps made to contract and was not fixed to underlying bone. The MRI report showed well defined lobulated

heterogeously enhancing, calcified, mixed signal intensity soft tissue lesion in intramuscular compartment of mid thigh in

antero-medial aspect(vastusintermedius) with surrounding muscle and subcutaneous inflammation. Antero-medial approach to

thigh was used to excise the mas. Mass excised in toto.Histopathology report of   the specimen confirmed as myositis

ossificans.

CASE REPORT

At young lady aged around 25 years was admitted in
our hospital in January 2014 with complaints of swelling
over the right thigh of six months duration and pain in
right thigh for the past 3 months. Swelling was insidious
in onset and gradually progressive. There was no history
of trauma. The patient’s vital parameters were within
normal limits.

There was a diffuse  swelling of about size 10cms x 10cms
centimeters  over the antero-medial aspect of right thigh
at middle 1/3rd and borders were ill defined. Skin over
the swelling was stretched and shiny.

The swelling was bony hard in consistency, mobility
present vertically when quadriceps made to contract and
was not fixed to underlying bone. The knee flexion was
80 degrees without extension lag. There was no distal
neurovascular deficit.

The MRI report showed well defined lobulated
heterogeously enhancing, calcified, mixed signal intensity
soft tissue lesion in intramuscular compartment of mid
thigh in antero-medial aspect(vastusintermedius) with
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surrounding muscle and subcutaneous inflammation. A
clinical differential diagnosis of –chronic calcified abscess,
sarcoma and myositis ossificans was made.

Antero-medial approach to thigh was used to excise the
mas. Assistance was taken from the vascular surgeon
due to the proximity of the mass to the femoral artery.
Mass excised in toto.

Histopathology report of   the specimen came as myositis
ossificans.

DISCUSSION

Florid ossification, often called myositis ossificans, may
occur in muscles and other soft tissues. 4 This is a
pathologic bone formation in soft tissues that do not
normally ossify.5 It is also called heterotopic ossification,
ectopic ossification, neurogenic ossifying fibromyopathy,
traumatic myositis ossificans.

Myositis ossificans is the result of a hematoma within a
muscle that calcifies rather than heals. Instead of the body
healing the hematoma with fibroblasts, the body lays
down precursor bone cells resulting in a bony growth
deep in the muscle tissue.

Myositis ossificans occurs as a result of trauma, either
acute or chronic and can also arise near joints in
neurological disorders.3 Young adults and  adolescents,
predominantly males, are affected most frequently.2

Myositis ossificans is thought to be transmitted as an
autosomal dominant trait with variable expressivity,
however most cases are sporadic.2,5

The young men who may or may not have had significant
trauma are usually affected.4 There are both localized
form, which is usually posttraumatic, and a widespread
syndrome, which occurs in fibrodysplasiaossificans
progressive.5

In the review of literature, the prevalence/incidence is
uncommon.Causes and the risk factors are haemorrhage
at the injury site and trauma, however, is the precise
trigger plus the mechanism which is unknown. While
trauma/injury is implicated in many such cases, others
present with no history of  trauma or injury.6

Thigh contusions are graded as below mentioned-

Grade 1 (mild): Able to flex the knee past 90 degrees,
walk normally and do a deep kneebend.

Grade 2 (moderate): Able to flex the knee past 45 degrees
but less than 90 degrees, unable to walk without limp,
unable to do a deep knee bend.

Grade 3 (severe): Unable to flex the knee  past 45
degrees, severe limp or unable to walk at all, unable to
do a deep knee bend.

Severity is graded 12-24 hours after injury.7

The incidence of myosistis ossificans ranges from 0-9%
with mild thigh contusions, and 17-72% for moderate to
severe contusions. Repeated thigh contusions have a high
rate of myosistis ossificans, so it is important to properly
treat and protect the area with special padding.7

Connective tissues in voluntary muscles, aponeuroses,
tendons, fascia and ligaments are the sites of ectopic
bone formation.4 Most often involved are the flexor
muscles of the arm and the quadriceps femoris. A
typically a mass develops rather rapidly.4

Several clinicopathologic entities have been included in
the designation myositis ossificans. They are:

a) Myositisossificans progressiva which, occurring in
early life, progressively affects all skeletal muscles,
and leads to death,

b) Myositisossificans tramatic which follows trauma
or surgical operations such as abdominal incision,
orthopaedic operation, and dislocation,

c) Myositisossificans associated with neuromuscular
and chronic disease such as tetanus, poliomyelitis,
paraplegia, and burns,and

d) Non traumatic myositis ossificans occurring in those
with no definitive causative factor. In the early
literature, myositis ossificans traumatica was further
divided into two forms; one followed by a single
severe trauma and the other representing simple
osseous formation appearing in the sites of repeated
slight injuries or irritation.1

The differential diagnosis for myositis ossiicans include
periosteal osteosarcoma, paraosteal osteosarcoma,  and
synovial sarcoma. In addition, myosistis ossificans must
also be differentiated from benign conditions like
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osteochondroma, post traumatic periostitis &
osteomyelitis.8

Patients without any reports of pain or decreased mobility
maybe better off avoiding the morbidity associated with
excision. Excision is only indicated if the lesion is
completely ossified because removal of immature bone
may cause extensive local recurrences. Some studies have
suggested that using prophylactic indomethacin and
etidronate can be beneficial in reducing postsurgical
ectopic calcification. The use of bisphosphonates has
been bolstered by recent case reports that point to its
effectiveness.5

CONCLUSION
A good history and physical examination are important
to arrive at the diagnosis of Myositis ossificans; however,
the radiological and histopathological studies will help

to confirm the diagnosis and rule out malignant bone
disease. Myositis ossificans, a benign lesion is known to
affect the flexors of the arm, the hamstrings and
quadriceps femoris.
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Figure 5: CT Angiography showing relationship of mass to the
femoral artery
Figure 6: Intraoperative excised mass

Figure 1: Pre-operative X-ray

Figure 2,3 and 4: MRI  picture
of patient showing mass in
the vastus intermedius
muscle2
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Case Report

Acute Pyogenic Sacroilitis
Manikya Ramesh, Suryakanth Kalluraya

ABSTRACT

Sacroiliac joint is a synovial joint with negligible gliding motion. Infection of this joint is very rare. Infective sacroiliitis can mimic

acute conditions affecting the lumbar spine, hip or abdomen, resulting in diagnostic delay. The case reported here, is a woman

aged 36 year who developed severe gluteal pain during post partum period. She had no identifiable risk factors. A diagnosis of

infective sacroiliitis was made on third day of presentation based on magnetic resonance imaging and aspiration, confirmed by

aspiration of pus from the joint. Arthrotomy was done through posterior approach to decompress the joint, which relieved the

pain significantly. Intravenous antibiotics were given for two weeks followed by six weeks of oral antibiotics. By three months,

patient had complete functional recovery.
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INTRODUCTION

Among all cases of  suppurative arthritis, bacterial
sacroiliitis is a rare condition1.  Sacro-iliac joint infection
may be difficult to diagnose unless one is familiar with
its signs and symptoms and consider it in a patient with
pain about the pelvis and hip.2  If it develops during
pregnancy, it may pose a diagnostic challenge as pain in
the lower back and buttocks is common and often
nonspecific during the pregnancy and post partum
period.3 Infection of sacroiliac joint is frequently
associated with diagnostic delay, increased morbidity and
unnecessary investigations.4  Clinical awareness of this
condition, is therefore, most important factor in early
diagnosis and prevention of delay.

We report a case of acute pyogenic sacroiliitis in a
woman who developed it 2 weeks after the birth of her
2nd child.

CASE REPORT

A woman aged 36years with full term pregnancy
(Gravida 2, Para 1 with cephalopelvic disproportion and
previous caesarean section) underwent caesarean
section and gave birth to a male baby weighing 3100
grams. She was discharged on the 5th post operative day.

Three weeks later, she developed sudden onset diffuse
pain in lower back, left buttock and thigh and was
referred to the Authors for evaluation. On examination,
skin was normal. There was no local rise of temperature.
Tenderness was present over  the left buttock on deep
palpation. Left hip movements were full range but with
some discomfort. Authors considered pregnancy related
lower back and sacro-iliac joint strain as provisional
diagnosis and advised bed rest and paracetamol tablets
to her.
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Two days later, she complained fever with increase in
severity of pain; pain was present even at rest. Pain was
exacerbated by the minor movement of her left hip.
Passive straight leg raising caused radiation of pain to
the posterior thigh but not beyond the knee. She was not
able to stand and bear weight on left leg. Neurological
examination was normal. The haemogram showed total
white blood cell count-8400/cumm with 75% polymorphs
and 21% lymphocytes. Erythrocyte sedimentation rate
was 45mm/ first hour. This time, the treating team
considered pyogenic arthritis of hip as the main cause
with acute lumbar disc prolapse and pelvic abscess as
probable differential diagnosis. Intravenous antibiotics
were started.

Patient was advised magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
scan of lumbosacral spine with screening of sacro-iliac
joints and MRI scan of pelvis with screening of abdomen.
MRI scans revealed abnormal hyper intense signals in
the left sacro-iliac joint with associated abnormal soft
tissue collection suggestive of abscess formation.

Percutaneous aspiration of left SI joint under local
anesthesia was done with image intensifier guidance by
placing the patient in prone position. 3 ml of frank pus
was aspirated which clinched the diagnosis as pyogenic
arthritis of left sacro-iliac joint. Gram stain showed gram
positive cocci with pus cells. Culture did not yield growth

with 48 hours incubation. Fever subsided
after 3 days, but pain continued to persist
inspite of parental antibiotics.  After a week,
surgical drainage of left sacro-iliac joint
through posterior approach was done.
Capsule/ ligament was thickened and
inflamed. No frank pus was present.
Histopathological examination of biopsy
sample suggested synovitis with
inflammatory infiltration consisting of
neutrophils, lymphocytes and macrophages.
There was no evidence of tuberculosis.

After surgery, pain subsided and patient could walk with
walker support by 10th post operative day. Two weeks of
intravenous antibiotics followed by 6 weeks of oral
antibiotics was given. By thee months, patient had
complete functional recovery.  At one year follow up, she
was totally symptom free.

DISCUSSION

Sacro-iliac  joint is a synovial joint. It has only a small
range of  upward- downward and  slight antero-posterior
gliding  motion5. A reduction in the mobility and joint
space of sacro-iliac joint is a normal feature of aging.
With its many strong ligaments, its primary action is to
provide a stable means of weight transmission from the
spine.

The prevalence of pyogenic sacroiliitis is rare, involving
between 1% to 2% of all septic arthritis cases, probably
due to poor vascularisation and  small movements of
this joint resulting in low risk of infection through
haematogenous route.6,7

Intravenous drug abuse, pelvic trauma,
immunocompromised status, infective foci elsewhere in
the body are the well known risk factors for infectious
septic sacroiliitis.1,8 Of the 163 cases reported in the
English literature from 1878 to 1990, Vyskocil et al found
only four cases of sacro-iliitis associated with pregnancy.

Figure 1: MRI  suggestive of abscess formation
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The greater demand on sacro-iliac joint in pregnant
woman due to increased weight gain and hormone
(Relaxin) induced  laxity of pelvic ligaments can induce
microscopic injury predisposing to infection of this joint.9

Sacro-iliac joint is innervated by most or all the major
trunks(L5, S1, S2) passing near it. Its capsule is related
to psoas muscle, ureter, parietal peritoneum anteriorly
and  pyriformis, gluteal muscles posteriorly.8 Pain is a
constant finding in this disease which is poorly localized.
Depending upon which part of the capsule is involved,
pain can be gluteal, inguinal, lower abdominal or lumbar
which can mislead the treating doctor. Mistaken
diagnoses reported in literature include-acute lumbar disc
prolapse, lumbar spondylodiscitis, septic arthritis of hip,
psoas haematoma/abscess, sigmoiditis, acute
appendicitis, gluteal abscess.4,8  According to Coy10,
failure to do physical maneuvers which stress the sacro-
iliac joint (pelvic compression and the Ganslen or the
faber maneuver) during the initial screening examination
is responsible for delay in making correct diagnosis.
Shanahan et al have reported that diagnostic delay is
frequent ranging from two to 100 days, averaging 17
days.

Presence of fever is variable. Fever was present in 75%
and 41% cases according to Vyskocil et al and Hermet
et al, respectively.1

Haematological, radiological and bacteriological
investigations help in making proper diagnosis.  Total
count, differential count, ESR and CRP are usually raised.
Aspiration of joint fluid can help to identify the pathogen.
However, aspiration of this joint is technically demanding
and it requires image intensifier/ CT guidance. The author
did the aspiration using fluroscopy following the technique
advocated by Dussault et al.11

Staphylococcus is the most common organism reported
in literature.1 Pseudomonas aeruginosa is the most
commonly encountered gram-negative bacillus in
immunosuppressed patients, hospitalized patients, and

intravenous drug users6, while Serratia marcescens is
the second most common gram-negative bacillus in
intravenous drug users.12 Salmonella spp. is more
frequent in children than adults.13  Escherichia coli was
found in only 2.4% of cases, usually in the context of a
known urinary tract infection.14 Blood cultures are positive
in 10% to 23% of patients with bacterial sacro-iliitis.1,15

Standard radiography does not facilitate early diagnosis,
as it is often normal.16  Consequently, MRI of the lumbar
spine and SI should be systematically performed in a
febrile patient with lumbogluteal pain, particularly in the
case of  pregnancy.8 MRI helped to make early diagnosis
in our case.

When diagnosis is made early, appropriate antibioitics
should be started and continued for not less than 6 weeks.
Operation is indicated for drainage of abscess or for
sequestrectomy, for biopsy when there is a poor clinical
respoinse to antibiotics, or when accurate bacteriology
is felt to be essential.4  In our patient, surgery was done
to decompress the joint and to relieve the  pain radiating
to left thigh. We would like to point out that Heckman
JD17 et al have not mentioned about infective sacroilitis
in their  review article on musculoskeletal considerations
in pregnancy.

In conclusion, infective sacroiliitis can pose diagnostic
challenge . MRI helps to make early diagnosis. An
orthopaedic surgeon should rule out this condition in any
patient with severe lumbogluteal pain, particularly in
pregnancy.
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INTRODUCTION

Giant cell tumour is a benign but locally aggressive
tumour. The classification and definition of giant cell
lesions was first proposed by Jaffe and Lichtenstein.1

20% of all benign bone tumours and 5% of all tumours
are giant cell tumours. It is more common in young adults
between 20 and 40 years of age.2,3,4  It is more common
in females with the rate of growth enhanced in
pregnancy.5

Case Report

Giant cell tumour of lower end of femur
Santosh, Prabhanjan Kumar D,  Abhishek Gumaste

ABSTRACT

Introduction : Giant cell tumours of long bones are encountered regularly in orthopaedic practice.We report a rare case of

a (40x40cm) giant cell tumour of lower end of femur. This is a rare case of a giant cell tumour in relation to its size perhaps first

one to be reported.

Case presentation : A man aged 35 years presented with  huge swelling over his thigh which was gradually increased in

size over a period of 1 year. Although  clinical features and radiological features are non classical, the histo pathology helped to

clinch the diagnosis

Conclusion

v A thorough literature search and an exhaustive online search using various search engines revealed rarity of size of the

reported case of giant cell tumours in the  long bones. We reiterate the fact that irrespective of the location, size, a giant

cell tumour should be diagnosed based on its histology.

v Resection may be the preferred option when- bone salvagibility by intralesional methods would result in such severe

mechanical compromise that skeletal integrity is unlikely to be maintained or unlikely to be restored after healing, leading

to a compromise in ultimate function.1

v In certain bones like the lower end ulna, upper end fibula excision may be attempted as the treatment of choice.
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Appearance before epiphyseal plate closure is rare.2,6.7 It
occurs commonly in the distal femur, the proximal tibia,
the distal radius and the sacrum.2,3,4 Giant cell tumours
(GCT) usually prefers the epiphyses of long bones. The
involvement of the metaphysis or diaphysis without
epiphyseal extension is quite uncommon.1 Often the
tumour extends to the articular subchondral bone.
However it seldom crosses the joint or its capsule. If the
GCT appears prior to epiphyseal closure, it is likely to be
found in the metaphysis.8,9 This is perhaps the largest
case of GCT reported in the literature.

Giant cell tumor recurs and the reported rates of
recurrence are between 25–50%.2,6,15 In very rare cases,
a malignant change may occur.14,16,17 Taking this into
account, it is essential that a correct diagnosis of GCT
should be made. It is essential that we are aware of the
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rare existence of such huge giant-cell tumours which
clinically resemble to osteosarcomas and thus histologic
confirmation is must before proceeding to definitive
treatment.10

CASE REPORT

A labourer, aged 35 years was admitted in our hospital
with the complaint of  large swelling over his left thigh. The
swelling had increased gradually over the preceding year.
He also complained of occasional pain over the his thigh
and knee. He did not sustain any trauma or suffer from
any fever in the previous few months. Examination revealed
a diffuse swelling over the middle third and distal third of
his left thigh. The overlying skin was tense,stretched with
numerous dilated veins.Skin was ulcerated at some points.
No signs of inflammation were present. On palpation, there
was tenderness over the swelling, especially over the lateral
aspect. The swelling was soft to hard in consistency with a
feeling of ‘egg shell crackling’. The flexion at the knee joint
was painless but was mechanically restriced. There were
no neurovascular deficits.

The calcium, phosphorus and parathyroid levels in the
serum were within normal limits. A radiograph of the thigh
and knee showed an expansile lesion of 40 cms × 40 cms
over the middle third and distal third of the femur (Fig 1).
The X-ray of the lower third of left femur showed lytic and
ballooned out lesion. The cortical margins were thinned
out and breached. The chest radiograph was normal. A
fine needle aspiration cytology was done.

v The biopsy was reported as a giant cell tumour It was
decided to excise the tumour as the aggressiveness,
size and extent of the tumour, limb salvage an
impossible task. Considering the patients socio-
economical status and the need to return back to some
sort of job, we felt it prudent to do a definitive
procedure. Thus we did a left hip disarticulation to
achieve adequate free margins with good functional
outcome.

v Resection could be the preferred option when-bone
salvagability by intralesional methods would result in
such severe mechanical compromise that skeletal
integrity is unlikely to be maintained or unlikely to be
restored after healing, leading to a compromise in
ultimate function.

Figure 1: Clinical photograph of the tumor

Figure 2: X-ray of the left femur showing the tumor

Figure 3: Histopathological appearence confirming giant cell
tumor
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At surgery, the tumour was reddish brown, ovoid in shape
and soft to hard in consistency. It extended from the
epiphysis to junction of upper and middle third of
femur(40 x40cm). It was removed cleanly and it weighed
20 kgs and heaviest of all GCT tumour reported in the
past as per literature.

Histology revealed large number of scattered giant cells
with centrally placed nuclei. The tumor was composed
of plump spindle shaped cells. It was also reported as a
giant cell tumour. The tumour did not recur in any other
sites two years after the surgery and the patient is in good
health.

DISCUSSION

Most giant cell tumer(GCT) are present in the epiphyseal
or epimetaphyseal end of the long bones with size not
exceeding maximum breadth of end of long bone.

The radiographic findings are helpful but cannot clinch
the diagnosis. Histological examination is still the gold
standard for diagnosis.

To distinguish GCT from other lesions is a challenge for
the pathologist. Several lesions like aneurysmal bone cyst,
giant cell-rich osteosarcoma, fibrous cortical defect,
solitary (unicameral) bone cyst, and giant cell lesion of
hyperparathyroidism (brown tumour) are more common
in these sites than are true GCT. None of them will present
with such large size.

Aneurysmal bone cyst is clinically benign. It commonly
appears in the metaphysis. It contains prominent blood-
filled spaces. The more solid zones within them exhibit
fibrogenesis and osteoid trabeculae.12 The stroma
between the spaces contains hemosiderin laden
macrophages, chronic inflammatory cells and broad
seams of reactive osteoid.5 Multinucleated giant cells are
often conspicuous. Mitoses may be numerous, but
anaplasia is absent.

Osteosarcoma is a lesion in the metaphysis and contains
numerous benign giant cells. The stroma reveals cells with
anaplasia and irregular size and shape. Also presence of
cartilage is not uncommon.12

Fibrous cortical defect is a benign lesion which regresses
spontaneously. Radiology shows a characteristic
eccentric zone of rarefaction with well-defined scalloped
margins.12 The microscopic picture reveals a  mixture of
collagen and fibroblasts with irregular cluster of
histiocytes filled with lipid and hemosiderin.
Multinucleated giant cells may be found.5

A simple bone cyst generally touches the epiphyseal
growth plate. It is a benign lesion and shows radiolucence
with fine trabeculation. It contains fibrous tissue with
few giant cells.12

A giant cell lesion of hyperparathyroidism appears in the
metaphysis. Many giant cells scattered in a fibrogenic
stroma may be present. A serum hypercalcemia and
hypophosphatemia is characteristic.12

The case we have reported did not contain areas of
hemorrhage, hemosiderin pigment, osteoid, bone, or
significant amounts of collagen. The lesion also did not
have the fibrotic, scarred appearance of a fibrous cortical
defect, or brown tumor of hyperthyroidism. The patient
had no detectable parathyroid dysfunction. The clinical
and histological features of other osseous lesions which
may contain giant cells were not present.

The patient’s age, the location of the lesion, its
roentgenographic appearance, and the gross and
microscopic appearances are crucial to unravel the
mystery of an osseus lesion. However, the final diagnosis
depends on the tumour’s histological appearance only.10

As Jaffe has mentioned ‘A bone lesion may be
uncharacteristic in all other respects, but if it exhibits the
cytological pattern of a giant cell tumour, it should be
recognised as a GCT’ .
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ABSTRACT

A young man, aged 17 years,student, presented with swelling of 8 months duration. The swelling was over the forearm. The

swelling was tender without local rise of temperature. The range of movement at the elbow were restricted and painful terminally.

There were no distal neurovascular deficits. The X-ray picture was of aneurysmal bone cyst of proximal right radius. The fine

needle aspiration cytology showed it to be aneurysmal bone cyst. The MRI confirmed aneurysmal bone cyst of proximal radius

without soft tissue involvement. The tumor was excised with proximal third of radius and reconstruction was done using the 3rd

metatarsal and augmented with fibular graft and stabilized with dynamic compression plate and screws.  The tumour specimen

was sent for histopathology examination. At 2 weeks post operatively the patient had good range of movements. At  final follow

up, the patient had full range of flexion,extension at the elbow and supination  and pronation at the forearm.

CASE REPORT

Proximal radius reconstruction by metatarsal
osteochondral autograft
S.F. Kammar, Prashanth Kumar T.S, Prabhu M., Shivakumar M.S., Ajay

An young man aged 17 years, student, presented with
diffuse swelling in the upper part of right forearm with
dull aching pain of 8 months’ duration. On examination
the swelling was tender. There was no local raise of
temperature. The range of movements of the elbow were
painful and terminally restricted. There were no distal
neurovascular deficits. Xray revealed gross aneurysmal
bone cyst of proximal radius.

The fine needle aspiration cytology showed aneurysmal
bone cyst (ABC) for which curettage and bone grafting
was done. Six months following the initial surgery, the
tumour recurred as gross circumferential swelling at the
upper third of forearm. The routine hematological
investigations were normal including c-reactive protien.
The X ray revealed lytic lesion with thinned out cortex of
proximal radius. The chest Xray was normal(without
signs of metastasis). MRI showed ABC without soft tissue
involvement. The repeat FNAC and J-biopsy showed

Case Report

Dr.S.F.Kammar, Assoicate Professor
Dr.Prashanth Kumar.T.S, Senior Resident
Dr. Prabhu M., Senior Resident
Dr. Shivakumar M.S., Post graduate Resident
Dr. Ajay, Post graduate Resident
Department of orthopaedic surgery,
Karnataka Institute of Medical Sciences, Hubli

ABC.  Excision proximal radius with epiphysis and
reconstructed by using 3rd metatarsal bone,including the
base was planned. The excised part of upper radius was
sent for  histopathological examination and confirmed it
to be aneurysmal bone cyst. Since metatarsal graft was
insufficient as tumour was large, we took fibular graft for
augmentation, stabilized by dynamic compression plate
and screws. The soft tissue closure done. The limb
immobilized in above elbow pop slab for 2 weeks.

At 6 weeks followup, patient had good range of
movements and the Xray showed consolidation of
metatarso-radial junction. At 12 weeks patient had nearly
full range of movements & Xray showed complete union.
At 6 months followup patient was able to carry out his
daily activities.

DISCUSSION

The proximal radius reconstruction has been attempted
for traumatic fractures of radial head  and and this may
be the first time this procedure is done for recurrent
tumour. We did not take 2nd metatarsal as mentioned in
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Figure 1: Pre-operative radiographs Figure 2 :  Post-operative X-rays

Figure 3a,3b, 3c, 3d: Full range of movements at 4 months of surgery

literature10 for  radial head reconstruction because it may
hamper tarso-metatarsal coalition. The proximal radius
reconstruction with an osteochondral autograft from third
metatarsal base appears to be an effective alternative
for treatment of unreconstructable proximal radial lesions.
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INTRODUCTION

Osteochondromas are the most common benign bone
tumours. They are cartilage capped bony outgrowths on
the external surface of bone and contain a marrow cavity
that is continuous with that of underlying bone.1

Osteochondroma of the proximal end of femur was
solitary and pedunculated with its cortex continuous with
the cortex of the proximal femur and also having a
homogeneous continuity with its medulla. Most solitary
osteochondromas discovered in children and adolescents
are painless and are present as a slow-growing mass.
Even though osteochondroma is a benign tumour,
malignant transformation is one of its severe
complications. Patients with solitary or multiple
osteochondromas should be warned of the risk of
malignant transformation, and regular follow-ups should
be emphasised. Improvement in the daily living of the
patients and prevention of deformities can be provided
by timely scheduled surgery, in the light of the natural
history of the lesions. In this report we present a case of
large osteochondroma arising from greater trochanter.

CASE REPORT

A young lady, aged 18 years was admitted in the hospital

Case Report

Osteochondroma of greater trochanter
Suresh A. Korlhalli, Suryakanth.K, Bhasme.V, Satish Kalagi, Girish.K.R.

in June 2013 with complaints of swelling over the left
gluteal region for the past 10 years. Swelling was
insidious in onset and was gradually progressive. The
patient’s vital parameters were within normal limits.

There was a globular swelling of about 12 centimeters x16
centimeters in size, over the left gluteal region, the borders
were ill defined. It was extending vertically from 5
centimeters below anterior superior iliac spine upto lower
border of greater trochanter and horizontally from anterior
border of trochanter upto posterior superior iliac spine.
Skin over the swelling was stretched. It was bony hard in
consistency, non mobile and fixed to underlying bone.

The movements of the left hip were: flexion 90‘, extension
0‘, adduction 30‘, abduction 10‘, internal rotation 30‘
and external rotation 30‘.

There was no distal neurovascular deficit.

MRI showed the lesion measuring 9.5x9.5x9.6cms,
surface of the lesion consisted of hyaline cartilage cap
measuring 2.5milimeters and findings are suggestive of
osteochondroma  with possible aggressive nature.

A standard posterior approach to hip was used to excise
the tumor. The excised mass weighed about 500 grams.

Dr. Suresh A. Korlhalli, Professor and Head of department,
Dr. Suryakanth.K, Professor,
Dr. Bhasme.V, Asst. Professor,

Figure 1 : Pre-operative X-ray     Figure 2 : MRI  showing mass in the greater trochanteric region
Figure 3 : 3D Computed tomography picture
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Histopathology report of the specimen came as
osteochondroma.

DISCUSSION

Osteochondromas are most common benign bone
tumours may arise from any bone but tend to occur near
the ends of long bones. Although the exact etiology is not
known, a peripheral portion of epiphysis is thought to
herniate from the growth plate. This herniation may be
idiopathic or may  be the result of trauma or a
perichondrial ring deficiency resulting in abnormal
extension of  metaplastic cartilage that responds  to the
factors which stimulate growth plate and thus result in
exostotic growth. 2

Rains and Mann stated that ostechondroma is almost
certainly the result of a localized disturbance of bone
growth at an epiphysis where by a portion of the
epiphyseal cartilage remains in the periosteum of the
metaphyseal segment of the bone and then endochondral
ossification takes place in it, usually in continuity with
the metaphyseal cortex and as the cartilage cap
proliferates, endochondral ossification continues,
resulting to growth of the ostechondroma and with
continuous bone growth the ostechondroma moves away
from the epiphysis and tends to become hooked, its tip
pointing away from the epiphysis.3

The most common causes of pain are bursa formation,
impingement, fracture of the stalk, and malignant
degeneration.

Smits, et al warned that an exostosis on the course of
the femoral artery requires additional examination either
by the use of duplex ultrasonography or magnetic
resonance arteriography in order to exclude an arterial
disorder and if arterial compression by an exostosis is
shown then an operative procedure to remove the
exostosis should be performed.4

Femoral anteversion, valgus, impairment of hip flexion
acetabular dysplasia resulting in subluxation of the hip,
valgus deformity of the knees and angular limb deformities
are some of the defect commonly associated with
osteochondromas affecting the proximal femur.5

Siebenrock and Ganz have described 4 patients with
osteochondromas around the femoral neck. Their
patients had restriction of hip motion as well as a positive
Trendelenburg sign in 3 patients. Two of the patients had

solitary osteochondromas and the others had multiple
osteochondromas (multiple hereditary exostoses). These
authors used a well-described surgical dislocation
approach for exposure of the osteochondromas. This
approach is based on study of the vascular anatomy of
the medial femoralcircumflex artery and its major
contribution to the femoral head. In cases with a posterior
extension of an osteochondroma, the authors developed
the interval between the gemellus inferior muscle and the
superior border of the obturatorexternus and
quadratusfemoris muscle, taking care to protect the
medial femoral circumflex artery.6

The most severe complication is malignant transformation
of an osteochondroma. The suspicion of secondary
chondrosarcoma is indicated by growth of the tumour
after puberty, the presence of pain, or a thickness of the
cartilaginous cap over 1 cm, extensive calcifications, and
irregularities within the cartilage mantle, erosions or
destructions of the adjacent bones.7

CONCLUSION

Osteochondroma of greater trochanter is rare. Centrally
located osteochondromas about the pelvis, hips and
shoulders are reported to be particularly more prone to
undergo malignant transformation. The cause may be
the delayed diagnosis of the lesions in these areas. So
these lesions has to be dealt early to avoid complications.
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